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Prince Albert. The latter profited
greatly by his recent toor of Africa
and It Is believed that he will be
more pliant in agreeing to reform.
With the death of Leopold the lease
of the Lado Enclave expires and Great
Britain will resume sovereignty over
eoudan. This Enclave was leased to
Leopold to give the Congo access to
:
the Nile.
King's Marriage Confirmed.
Paris, Dec. 17. A dispatch from
Rome Bays that the Vatican confirms
the marriage of King Leopold and
Baroness Vaughan at Sanremo, Italy,
last year. The Baroness Vaughan 1b AARON
REMARK- the morganatic wife of King Leo'
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A contest over the succession

LIFE

to

the throne of Belgium is now possible

as a result of the Vatican' confirma"of the marriage a year ago of
tion
AGE WAS AGAINST
King Leopold and Baroness Vaughan.
Two sons are said to have been born
UNABLE TO WITHSTAND SHOCK from this union and both survives.
The elder, Lucien, five years old, it is
OF OPERATION PERFORMED
reported will claim the throne. Prince
FEW DAYS AGO .
Albert, the heir presumtive, is a
nephey of King Leopold II, the dead
RULED WITH IRON HAND monarch.

Bill

The Rockefeller of Royalty.
There was no ruler more in the
public eye than King Leopold II, of
Belgium. Whether considered in the
light of his loves or his financial
deals, hia record was an amaziog huBrussels, Dec. 17. King Leopold, man document He did not preach like
who has been critically HI for a wee
Emperor William, he did not hide
past and whose death has been mo - like the Emperor of Austria, he did
mentarily expected si use be undtfi"- not make peace like King Edward of
went an operation on Wednesday,
England. But during his ?elga he
died Bhortiy before midnight At the made Brussels next to Paris in beautime the end came, the aged monarch
and helped to make his little kingwas urrounded " by members of his ty
dom the garden spot of the world.
cabinet, hi family and others Of the
of
Leopold was the Rockefeller
royalty. Death followed a period of royalty and had the reputation of
unconsciousness and dissolution was heine the
sharpest business man in
peaceful.
He was exceptionally strong
Europe.
, All
Brussels mourns today. Flags
and like
on the public buildings flutter at half-ma- in linguistic attainments;
of old, he never allowed
Roman
a
and prhrate houses are draped
nass unavenged or a ben
In crepe. The bodjy of the king, an insult to
He ruled with
to
efit
unrequitted.
go
clothed in the uniform of a lieutenant-genera- l, .
nvar nna million SdUare
f
B i
remains In the chamber of
miles In the'' Congo, because he be"Palms," where death entered last lieved that Abe black man could not
'
:
'
night. The body was placed la a be
governed by gentle means.
when
this
o'clock
7
at
evening
casket
King Leopold was born April 9,
the period of mourning was officialv
'
1835, and had served as ruler of the
ly begun.
since 1865. He married in
Immediately following King Leo- Belgiums
1853, Marie Henriette, a daughter 01
the
out
laid
two
Nuns
pold's death,
Archduke Joseph .of Austria, and
body and preparation for conveying
ascended the throne on the death of
obse-nule- s
it to the city were made. The
his. father, King Leopold I, Decemthe
in
Coalgate
will take plaoe
ber 10, 1865. In 1876 he effected at
dithe
church at St: Gudua. Under
of the, Afrirection of Premier Scboolaert, ' the Brussels the organization'
with a
association
can
International
this
morning pub
official monlteur
discoveries
of
use
the
to
view
making
lished formally the regency of the
in Africa. A shrewd and enterpriscouncil, composed of. the council and
this
ministers which will nominally hold ing man of business, he promoted
furnishing
with
energy,
work
great
the
until
of
government
the reins
from his own reheir to the throne, Prince Albert, has the means, largely
for
exploration of
Stanley's
sources,
Is
said
It
ascension.
of
taken the oath
Free State
The
Cong
the
Congo.
the dead klngTB will will make a good
neutralized and
and
established
was
sized volume.
of it was given to
- the sovereignty
Telegrams of condolence are pourconference in
Berlin
the
Leopold
by
world.
Among
Ing In from all over the
Prince
Leopold,
1885.
eon,
His only
the messages received were those
Hain-aul- t,
Count
and
Duke
of
Brabant,
pf
Alexfrom King Edward and Queen
HenriMarie
1869.
died in
Queen
andra of England; Emperor William,
and
died September 19, 1902,
of Germany; King Alfonso, of Spain; ette
recent years married
In
Leopold
King
of
Austria;
JosepET
Emperor Francis
the Countess de, Vaughan, who was
King Victor Emmanuel, of Italy;
his
morganatic wife.
and
President Fallieres of France,
a
ordered
has
Pontiff
The
Pius.
Pope
FROPOSES 0 IMPRISON requiem mass.
STRIKE LEADERS HEREAFTER
Sidney, N. S .W., Dec, 17. Business
Ends Barbarities In Congo.
been so demoralized by the coal
has
reforms
17
Sweeping
London, Dec.
strike
that the legislature today took
in the methods dealing with the gova
drastic
step by passing a bill renterrible
the
ernment of the Congo,
leaders and embarbarities of wMieh have always dering both strike
or aid a strike
who
Leoinstigate
ployers,
been laid at the door of King.
a year's imprisonto
liable
or
soon
lockout,
believed
Is
here,
pold,' will, It
ment.
follow the accession to the throne of
AGED MONARCH HATED FOR TERRIBLE BARBARITIES PRACTICED IN THE CONGO
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passenger train collided with a passenger train on the Macon & Birmingham railroad at Harris City, Go.
'
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William S. Gaar, died suddenly this
afternon between the hours of 1 and
2 o'clock at his home on Sixth street
Mrs. Gaar was a native of Atlanta,
Oa., and came to Las Vegas about
eleven months ago for the benefit of
years of'
his, health. He was fifty-six

age.

The deceased haa been until a year
NICA;.:l. AN PRE8I- TORRES ADMITS BEING CHICAGO LIMITED CRASHES INTO ago a passenger conductor on tne RETIRING
'
waa
.
PRESIDENT
and
Central
of
CABLES
OVERLAND PASSENGER
Georgia Railway,
MURDERER OF SERAPIO
a member of the Atlanta division of
TAFT,
NO. 8
MENZOR
the Order of Railway- Conductors, No.
180. He waa well
and favorably
TELLS SHERIFF ROMERO ALL ONE HILLED; 35 INJURED known in railroad circles in Atlanta A CONCILIATORY! ESS AGE
and vicinity and the news of his un
V
timely death will be a shock to his
DUE TO FLAGMAN'8 friends there. He is survived by
SAYS HE QUITS THAT REPUBLIC
AFTER BEING "SWEATED" bVJOF-FICE- ACCIDENT
"STOP
RELATIONS
widow who had been with him since
MAY RESUME
FAILURE ,TO
PRISONER BREAKS
ha took up hia residence here, and a
' FLYER
WITH U. S.
DOWN
daughter, Mrs. M. P. Martin, who re
sides in Atlanta.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaar went to their OPPOSITION TO MADRID
IN
DITCH
GOAL
TRAIN
ELDER TORRES IMPLICATED
noonday meal at a doWn town res
taurant today, as usual, and after the
NEITHER
DERAILMENT
BETWEEN meal Mr. Gaar returned to his home, POSSIBLE SUCCESSOR
SON SAYS FATHER WAS CLOSE BAD
"
PEOPLE
town
Mrs.
remained
while
down
Gaar
TO
SATISFACTORY.
AND
HERE
ALBUQUERQUE
THE
TIME
OF
BY AT THE
to do some shopping, returning home
BLOCKS TRAFFIC
OR UNCLE SAM
KILLING
about 2 o'clock. She found her hus
band dead in a chair having expired
17. One with" a
The Seraplo Menzor murder mysManagua, Nicaragua, Dec. 17.Flagstaff, Ariz., Dec.
hemorrhage which' muat have
a
thirty-fiv- e
cabled
turn
was
sensational
a
Injurkilled,
today
took
passenger
come on him shortly after arriving at President Zelaya last night
tery
ed and much equipment destroyed his room. He felt as well as usual
when Aaron Torres a
President
to
Taft,
conciliatory message
who was arrested together with when eastbound train No. 4, on the today and little dreamed that the end
saying' he had shown his good faith
limhis father, Catalino Torres, Monday Santa Fe, known as the Chicago
was so near.
his resignation so that
on suspicion of being the slayers ited, crashed into the rear end of
About a year ago Mr. Gaar suffered by tendering
of the wealthy San Miguel county train No. 8, known as the Overland from a severe attack of the grippe Nicaragua might resume friendly rela
ranchman, broke down while being passenger, also eastbound, at Winona, which left bis constitution weak and tion with the United States. He ad"sweated" by Sheriff Cleofes Romero Arizona, a siding near ' here, last hia health had been failing him since ded that he proposed to leave the
and Undersheriff W. H. Stapp, and night
then.
country but stood ready to account for
The
The passenger killed was Mrs. Alice.
made a complete confession.
The remains will be' shipped to At his acts as president. His messago
J v .
boy said that he fired the shot which Bennett, of Hartford, Conn., who waa lanta
3. CJohnsen & to President Taft follows:
burial
fy
t(f
killed Menssor and furthermore ad- in the rear tourist car on train No. ouu, uuuerittErB.
"On December 14, 1 cabled to Wash
mitted that his father, Catalino Torres 8, which was telescoped by the en
ington this message: (Secretary
was nearby at the time of the tra- gine drawing the limited. Among tne
INSANE PATIENT COMMITS
State Knox I believe the sources
el'
gedy, although he denied that the
injured were D. L. Parker, of El
IN
HOSPITAL
A.
MURDER'
viii InfnraiflHrvn flra TirollldlpAfl Vk I
W.
der Torrea, had a hand in- the killing Paso, a painful scalp wound
sena
Statea to
request. the United
However, the fact that the boy's fath- Rhinehart, Lillian, Texas, head hurt,
. ,
,.,
T
4?W
,i
11
commission or lnvesuganwu.
er waa a witness to the murder make's and J. M. Hall, Lillian, Texas, se-- El Paso. Tex.,- Dec. 17. William
havA
Fee, an aged American aald. jt
findings show my admlnlstratiun to be
-- - -"
him liable as aa. aocesory. ,. Following viUUy trulBed.-- "
14
iL
i
relatives.
in
weauny
nvmg
AiDaiy, detrimental to Central America, Willi
the confession which was made this
That more passengers ' were not
N. Y., was killed and several Mexi resign.) I have received no reply, to
office
Sherof
morning in the private
killed or fatally Injured, seems re
deair '
iff Romero In the court' house, and markable, as at the time of' the col can patients injured, by an insane avoid harm to my countr and
renew
shall
rela
Diaz
Porfirio
at
the
that
it
friendly
hospital
ing
patient
reduced
to
and
which was
'writing
lision, the limited was running at a in
Chihauhua, Mexico, yesterday. The tions with the United States, I have
signed by the mutdere?, the slayer, high rate of speed, the engineer beand his father waived a preliminary lieving No. 8 was in the clear on the insane man, a Mexican, broke' loose today sent my resignation to congress.
from his guards and began beating Aa my opponents consider my presexamination and were remanded to siding at Winona.
the county jail to await the action of An investigation as to the cause of the various patient's over the head ence a disturbing factor, I propose to
the grand Jury without bail. Since the wreck is now being made. It s with stones. He killed Fee i and se- show jmy good faith by leaving Nicarhia arrest, Catalino Torres, has stead- said that the accident was due to the verely injured several others before agua. I stand ready to account for
?
my official acts."
fastly refused to talk, and even after flagman on No. 8 failing to go back being overpowered.
Julian Arias, minister general, haa )
he had been told that hia son had con- far enough to stop the limited, as No.
been created a general supposedly
fessed continued ' to maintain his 8, which was running late, had failed COOK'S POLAR RECORDS
sphynx-lik- e
NOT
silence. IS
BELIEF
GENUINE
yfith a view to his elevation tc su
to make the siding In time.
'
command of the army whefa Dr.
Sheriff Romero, who with Deputy
preme
of
were
all
the
Nearly
injured
Sheriff Pedro Padilla, hastened to the tourists en route east."'
Copenhagen, Dec. 17. The exami- Madriz assumes . the presidency The
scene of the murder Monday morning
nation of Dr. Frederick A. Cook's oponents of Madriz claim this will reas soon as he was notified of the traNorth Pole records seems likely to sult virtually in a military, dictator? ;
'
WRECK ON NEW MEXICO
gedy, returned last night. The sherbe concluded much sooner than was ship bylriasr
; ?
DIVISION BLOCK8 TRAFFIC
iff spent two days at Gonzales Invesanticipated. It appears possible that
A serious wreck on the New Mexi- a
tigating s the murder of Seraplo Menreport may be presented tomorrow
Belaya's Retirement Welcomed
zor and when he reached home last co division of the Santa Fe, which at a meeting of the consistory of the
Dec 17 The passing
Washington,
night he had enough . circumstantial occurred about 9 o'clock this morn- University of Copenhagen. The pros of Zelaya as a dominant influence
evidence against the Torres', father ing at Roger's Bend, between Waldo pect of such are early termination is for evil in Central America is regardand son, to convince him that either and Cerrillos, 44 mile's this side of not regarded as a good omen by the ed here as a
long step in the direcone, or both of them, were the slayers Albuquerque, has tied up all traffic publio, which i'a friendly to Dr. Cook. tion to better things. The mention
of the ranchman. Today's confession and it is eald that trains will not be
of Dr. Madriz as the possible succesproves that Sheriff Romero was not able to pass before sometime late FIVE GIRLS PERISH
sor of Zelaya, however, la not regard'
mistaken.
tonight.'
lN A FACTORY FIRE ed with favor in official circles and it
The wreck was caused by a brok- '
According to the facta unearthed by
Philadelphia, Dec. 17. Five girls is probable the United Statea will
Sheriff Romero, Menzor was killed en flange on a car of a coal train in who were employed in a
build take ' active ateps to prevent his Inbetween the hours of 10 and 11 charge of Conductor James. Dougher- ing occupied by Schrack and Shlewood, stallation as president for it would
o'clock last Sunday morning about a ty, drawn by engine No. 1610, with manufacturers of undertakers', sup- be regarded as a most, unfortunate remile and a half from hia ranch home Engineer F. V. Hanson at the throt- plies, which was destroyed by fire last sult of the efforts of the people of
near Gonzales, a remote settlement tle. Seventeen cars were ditched and night, are missing today and it is be- Nicaragua to free themselves from
in northeastern San Miguel county. the track torn up for several hun- lieved that they lost their lives. One the domination of lawbreaking influThe body was found about twenty-fou- r dred yards. Fortunately no one was fireman, Joseph Toner, gave up his ences. That Estrada and hia followhours later by one of the dead Injured.
life searching for the missing women. ers are willing to submit to the inAs soon as the news of the wreck A score of
man's sons, who, when her father
persona sustained burns stallation of Madriz la not believed
v- - here.- .
'v
;
did not return, went out to look for reached Las Vegas, the wrecker and and other injuries. '
"
crew from here, In charge of Car
'
.
him.
While the officers would not give Foreman William Lewis, left for he
out the details of the younger scene, the special being in charge
Torres' confession, it Is said that the of Conductor J. W. Burka and Enboy related how he had had trouble gineer Fishburn. The wrecker frora
,
V" previously with Menzor and that he Albuquerque, was also rushed to
.
A
and his father, went to the Menzor the scene.
bo ; f
k
ranch Sunday morning to "have It A hundred laborers spent the day
out" With Menzor. Ho was found in- working to clear the wreckaga anc(. !!M -- men
S '
r
ytjrn
In order that,
specting a bunch of sheep grazing construct a "shoo-fly- "
Dec; 17. Handwriting tim lived, when she was either
KNewuLYprk,.
sent
around
trains
be
the
house.
might
some distance from the ranch
a pro- ly grieving herself to death ov
Ho was evidently taken unawares wreck. Late this afternoon reports exberts' are expected to play
.
w
.
JJ
minent
in
were
the
no
that
trains could possibly
unraveling of the uiaaypeartuioe 01 ner nusband f
part
and 'shot down by the Torres boy, as
in his confession young Torres' Is said get by, until sometime tonight and Snead murder mystery. They aje
star!
being systematically
t6 have told how, after Merixbr had possibly before early tomorrow morn- today giving a careful scrutiny to a
Influenced
Into
mentally.'
a
expired, his father, who was an eye- ing.
mass of letters and other documents helplessness as the police beli ,
In the meantime all eastbound
witness to the killing, took from the
found ; In the apartments of Mrs. in Jail, ?the mystery of the affat
dead man's body a belt of, cartridges Santa Fe (passenger trains will be Martin; the mother of Mrs. Ocey seems
very little nearer a bo'
Trains
and a revolver and hid It In a rocky sent over the Belen cut-ofSnead, particularly to the "suicide - Mrs. Martin Insists that all''
Nos.
10
from'
2
and
"Sheriff
,.,
and
will
'Romero
south
the
crevice nearby".
notes."
"suicide notes" ound in her 1
return to the sceiie of ' tb! crime as wwt today werw amaiilied',;' ) j ..
The ' suicidal mania of Mrs" .Oecy Jrients were .written,
'
hyj Ocey
soon as tho snow melts and look for
Snead f ls apparently the defense .'re whil;ho; wa grieviB over
.the 4
FOUR PERSONS KILLED
this weapon and belt
lied upon--, by the .three members of appearanc'afbf her husband
'
and ' t
IN WRECK IN GEORGiA
According to Sheriff Romero, the
1
the Wardlaw famllyj arrested in con had constantly : to- be. matcl- - d
ball which killed Menzor literally
Columbus, Ga., Dec. 17. Four per- nection with, .the crime.; Despite, the prevent her
'
her
own
taking
v
Tk
tore the top of his head oflV having sons were killed and a number
Injur- fact that all .the women members of . thought of suicide was a
mf i witw
ed today when a Central of Georgia the family in which the bathtub vie-- J the girl, so her
(Continued on Page 4)
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BURGLAR LOOTS OFFICE

I

OF DR.
5

Last evening about 8 o'clock a
emeak thief entered (the offices oT
Dr. B. L. Hammond, a dentist In the
Crockett building. Entrance to the offices was effected through a transom
es' wis shown upon' investigation this
morning.
t
Dr.Hammond left his office at the
usual hour last evening and on returning this morning noticed about
b hundred burnt matches lying about
the floor of his office and the operating room. This being something, outf the ordinary, Dr. Hammond invest;
Igated and found that about $40. worth
of gold fillings had been stolen from
tiis office safe.
A. M. Hammond, a brother of Dr.

--

L

HANDWRITING EXPERTS MAY

HAMMOND

,

Hammond, telephoned to Dr. Hammond's residence last evening to ' inquire if he had locked hia outer safe
door, but Dr. Hammond not getting
a response to the telephone message,
went to the doctor's office and closed
the safe door and locked it This was
about 7:30 o'clock. Mr. Hammond
phoned again from the office to his
brother's home, but not receiving .m
answer left the office, '
in""
At this time, the sneak thief waa
probably in the laboratory in hiding
and had . Mr, Hammond Rooked id
there at the time he was telephoning
he would probably havet 'discovered
the burglar.
'

(Continued en Page 4)
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toys

Toys

Pianos, Dishes, Garages, Houses, Grocery Store, Arks, Furniture,
Sail Boats, Gun Boats, Stables, Guns, Blocks, Tool Chests, Velocipedes,
Iron-in- g
Shoo-FlyWagons, Sleds, Beds, Cradles,
Wheelbarrows,
Boards, Clothes Racks, Black Boards, Drum, Horn, Magic Lanterna,
Electric Cars, Train, Elevated Railways, Ranges, Cash Register Banks,
Mechanical Toy, all kinda of Iron Toya, Autos, Balls, Tops, Trunk and
everything the average boy or girt could wish.

Big Doll, Little Colli and Dolla of all sizes) Dolls of Wood, Kid,
China, Bisque, Celluloid and Rag; White Dolls, Black Dolls and Brown
Dolls; Dolls elaborately dressed, scantily dressed and undressed; Dolls
that laugb, Dolls that cry, Dolls that sleep, Dolls wide-aw- ake,
In fact,
Dolls of all kinds, In all conditions and at all prices,
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CLEARANCE SALE

f -

Commencing Dec. 15th and Closing Dec. 31st

Those who have attended our previous sales know what this means. Others, if they will
spend 15 minutes in our Store, will
readilly see our CLEARANCE SALES are the biggest, most genuine Bargain Carnivals of the year. Space prevents naming more
than a few of the many price concessions. Our
j

HOLIDAY GOODS

are now on display and ready for your inspection. To insure the most satisfaction in your purchase, make your selections earlv
'
Vm.
TJnon
i
while the assortment ia- lartre.
a dfinnsit-.eAiarfirma
n
a a WUOXJ
t
1
o
I
WO Will UoIlV8r OtO
" - anil
" ln.trJ vnnr
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MEN'S and BOYS' WEAR

R.eaLdy-to-Wea- Lr

Shop Early

Department

Buy yout Christmas presents early early in the day
and early in December. That
will be your biggest gift of
the holidays to the workers
behind (he counters and on
the delivery wagons'.

What la left of our stock of Suits. Coats and Dressed must be sold. We never carry merchandise from
one season to another. This accounts for the following heavy reductions):
'
A
Black KersVy Coat, trimmed with but-tons and velvet, wtjrth $8.50, special this sale. .$530
What's left of our new Pall Coats,, black and
colors, well made arid nicely trimmed, 42 to
62 inches long, worth $16 to $18.50, special... $12.50
All CoatB marked $19.00 to $35.00, special
917.99
Choice of any suit in the house marked to sell at
"V
$35.00 to $50.00 for $20.90
$21.50 to $30.00 for $15.95

r

Men's Suits worth $20.00, $22.50 and $25.00, latest
styles in grey, brown, tan mixtures, green
and fancy blue serges, all excellent values,
special ...,..
$13.50
All our Men s $6.00 Pants, light and dark patterns,
winter weight during this sale
$4.45
One lot of Men's $a.00 and $4.50 Pants, special
$3.50
One lot of the falmous "Cluett" Shirts, pleated
bosoms, cuffs (attached or detached, worth
$1.75, special I
$1.25
One lot of Colored Stiff Bosom Shirts, worth everywhere $1.75 to $2.00, special
$1.00
Men's Outing Flwmel Night Shirts, 65c value for... 48c
One lot of itten's Coat Sweaters, Oxford and

52-in-

.

car-din- ar

50e
All our Men's Overcoats, worth $7.50 and $8.50,

in ulsters and coats with velvet collars,
special
$4.95
Your choice of all our Men's Overcoats worth
1
$14 to $17..
$9.98
.

EXTRA SPECIAL

Special Notice

One Special lot of Suits, including blacks, solid
colors and fancies, a variety of styles and fabrics,
marked to Bell for $15.00 to $37.50 each, during this
a
sale your choice for

.

$12.70
One-Piec-

,' What' is left of thasa
popular
and colors, must be sold. Note the
half the regular price;
Dresses marked to sell
Dresses marked to sell
Dresses marked to sail

T
fx

v

v
h

'

h
40-in-

Dresses

e

garments, all mew, desirable vtyles
prices below in most cases Just
$14.50 to "$15.00, for $3.35
$17.50 to. $22.50, for 11.85
$25.00 to $35.00, for 18.95

Dress Goods

Serge, worth $1.15 and $1.25 yard, special.... 95c
79c
Satin Prunella, all colors, $1.00 grade..;
Novelty Salting, regular $1.00 grade, special. . . .79c
Panama, worth $1.00 yard.........; 72c
53c
Wool Suiting, worth 65c, special
.46c
Panama, worth 65c to 75c, this sale
. .89c
Fancy Wool Suiting, the EOc grade.
worth
27c
Plaid
S5c,
Suiting,
special.
Fancy
.......16c
Fancy Plaids, the 25c kind, for.
All-Wo-

54-ln-

h
h
h

r
h
3(f-lnch

;

What is left from our stock of FaB Hats must be
sold. Tbey are all new, desirable fall shapes and colors,
no two alike, md very dressy.' During this sale you may
ha via, your choice for Just

J
OF THE

ONE-HAL-

All
All
All
All

Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
Cloth
All Cloth

Skirts

marked ,
marked
marked,
marked
marked

to
to
to
to

sell
sell
sell
sell
sell

Trunks. Suit Cases, and Traveling Bags at
ONE-THIR- D

MARKED PRICE

$5.00, for
$5.60 to $7.00, for.....
$7.50 to $9.00, for,
.,
$9.50 to $11.60, for.
$13.50 to $16.60. for. .

$35

np

...

.

4.48
8.98
. 6.98
9.98

..........
.........

to sell up to $10.00, for
to sell $12.50 to $15.00, for.
to selj $16.00 to $22.00, for......

.....$6.95
9.90
13.70

, ,

60c Onyx Hose, laca and plain, all, colors
35c
$1.00 Onyx Hose, plain, lace and embroidery, all colors. .63c
35o Onyx Hose, all black and black with split aolea....25c
76c Onyx Hoae, black and colors, lace and embroidery.. 47c
Ladles' 76c Union Suits, good quality, perfect fitting.... 53c
Separate Garments, fleeced, worth 60c each
370
Separate Garments, all wool, $1.00 and $1.25 values.... 83c
"Merode" Garments, $1.75 grade, wool or silk and wool. $1.49
"Merode" Garments, $1.60 grade, broken lines
98c

Blankets and Comforts
or

11- -

4 Cotton Blanket, grey

tan, $1,25 value, for
89c
Cotton Blanket, grey or tan, $1.65 value, for
$1.25,
Blanket, grey or white, worth $5.00 pair
4.08
Crib Blankets, all colors with kindergarten patterns,
worth $1.50
"
$4.00 Bath Robe Blankets, special
300
$5.00 Bath Robe Blankets, special
4 00
Silk Bordered Silkollne Comforts, worth $5.60...".'!" 4
Silk Bordered Dotted Swiss Comfortsworth $7.60.!! 4 75
Silk Bordered Silk Mull Comforts, worth $12.00
9 00
12--4
All-Wo- ol

Net and Silk Waists
Net waists In white, ecru and grey, worth $4.00 to $6.00, for
$38
pretty Massallna Waist In grey, green, light blue and cream,
;
,
worth $5.60, for
3.45
Black Taffeta Waists, guaranteed, $6.00 to $6.60 values,' special... 4.60
Black Taffeta Waists, guaranteed, $7.50 to $8.00 values, special...... 8.90
Black Taffeta Waists, guaranteed, $9.00 value, special......
.6.98

SPECIAL NOTICE
Owing to the

Linen Waists

..

Owing: to the unusually heavy Holiday Shopping
we are compelled to discontinue our mornfing and

OFF

Hosiery and Underwear

Voile Skirts
.

.1

,

All

A

F

SPECIAL NOTICE
.1

evening specials.

Skirts

Skirts
Skirts
Skirts

Four-Butto-

Skirts
Separate
to
to

Any Voile Skirt marked
Any Vpile Skirt marked
Any Voile Skirt marked

Millinery

Pants Suits, in light and dark
brown, grey and mixtures, ages 7 to 14 years,
$2.50
special
All our $4.50 and $5.00 Suits, ages 7 to 14 years,
$3.20
special
All our Combination Suits, with two pairs pants,
worth $5.50 to $6.50, ages 7 to 12 years, special. $4.40
n
Novelty
200 pairs Boys' Knickerbocker Pants, worth 85c to
Sack, No. 591
x
69c
$1.00, ages 3 to 14 years, special
All our Boys' Blouses and Waists, regular 65c
.49c
grade, all colors, right and dark, special
All our $3.50 Knee

Commencing Dec. 15th and
continuing until December
22nd, we will run each day
two unusually attractive specials one in the morning
from 10 o'clock to 11 o'clock
and the other in the evening
from 8 o'clock to 9 o'clock.
These specials will be announced each evening In our
regular space in The Optic,
for that evening and the folEach one
lowing morning.
will be a money saver for you.
WATCH THE OPTIC.

White Waist, strictly tailored, worth $2.75, special.
A Unenne White Waist, tailored, worth $2.25, special
A.

An

i

n

vV

.$1.95
.$1.60

unusually heavy Holiday Shopping
we are compelled to discontinue our
morniigand
evening specials.

A

Y
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THE BLUE ROAN OUTLAW
TALE OF WESTERN
(By Will C Barnes.)
Say, Bill, there's that old blue-roadroop-hornecow that alius runs
on the coyote wash. Reckon she
ain't got a calf somers' hereabouts T"
"Like aa not" replied BiU; "an"
I'll bet it's a blue-roa- n
too, fer she's
raised a blue calf regular fer these
last four or five years. There's a little
hole of water ckra't to where she's
an' It's a sure shot the calfs
kid away In that there tall grass down
there clos't to it"
The two cowboys rode slowly down
the. gentle slope toward the cow,
"which' watched them
eagerly, hut
with the cunning motion of the brute
made no sign or motion to show
"where her baby was hidden. Brit
when one of the boys played the
time-worcowboy trick on her by
"barking like a dog it was too much
for her peace of mind. With a mad
bellow of defiance she raced toward
the spot where the little calf was
bidden, exactly as the boys knew
she would. The calf, with tha Instinct
f the brute already working In his
d
little
brain, did not more,
Tut lay there as quietly as if he were
dead and, not until the horseman
rode almost onto him to the deep
grass, did they discover his hiding
place.
The mother, with the fear of man
too strong in her heart to stand by
her guns, ran off a few yards from
the, spot and the calf followed, bawl
ins loudly, the already awakened
"man-fear- "
strong within him.
all right,"
"He's a sure blue-roa- n
said Bill. "Say, won't that bid Hashknife iron loom up big on them ribs
some day?" he asked, alluding to the
fact that a brand on the
animal 'shows much
roan
a
of
hide
more plainly than on a hide of any

RANGE

2,000 for the first herd it we can, so
cut 'em pretty close."
we seen
"Thar that ole blue-roa- n
yistiday," the boss remarked; "let's
throw her out first thing; she's a
good one to start a bunch on."
Now "suiting a cut" is always
some little trouble until you get halt
a dozen head together because the
Instinct of the animal Is to endetvor
to either get back into the herd or
else run clear off on the range. In
starting a cut they always if possible
pick on some old sedate cow and
was known
in thU case the blue-roa- n
to be a good one for the purpose. So
our youngster found himself being
followed up by a great
man mounted on a small wiry "paint"
pony that kept right at his mother's
heels no matter which way she turn
ed or twisted. The cow dodged and
wound through the herd, moaning
softly to her little one, while that
ever persistent object behind him
kept close to her, never hurrying,
never crowding, bnt still always in
some inexplicable manner seeming to
force her towards the outer rim of
the herd. With the dim hope that
possibly she could escape his presence by a break from the herd she
worked oast half a dozen steers
standing idly on the edge, and with
a quick dash broke from the herd out
towards the free open prairie, the calf
racing at her side.
The man who had so persistently
hung onto her flank made' no further
attempt to follow her, but turned his
pony and was lost for an Instant in
the mass of the herd. As she widen
ed the distance from the edge of the
herd the man called Jack, who. up to
this time had been Bitting sideways
upon his pony some distance from
the herd, straightened up, a move
ment that caught her eye and so she
to inspect him and decide
stopped
color.
other
new
what
danger was about to pre"It sure will," replied his compan
To her surprise Jack seemItself.
sent
to
till
'em
here
leave
"better
Ion;
satisfied
ed
with her stopping and
around
swine
can
morrow an we
made no attempt to come nearer. The
an' git 'em."
So the boys rode on across the calf ranged alongside of her and be
blue gan preparations for a lunch, so she
prairie, and the droop-hornewith her baby rested in peace that being a sensible animal decided to
stay where she was for a time. A mo
day and night
It was here, away out on the "stak-e- d ment later a second cow and calf
plains," those mysterious regions were also shot out of the edge of the
of the great Southwest and far back herd. As she charged across the open
from the thin Hne of settlements that space Jack gain took interest enough
and
fringed the Pecos river, In southeast- in the proceedings to ride out
turn her over toward the blue-roaern New Mexico, that the "blue-roa-n
outlaw" first saw the light. Early next which received her with a short
bawl. The two calves eyed each oth
morning the leaders of the round-u- p
party which was engaged in gather- er for a second and then both busied
with, their dinner opera
ing up the cattle on that range,a themselves
tions.
swung around across the prairie in
The second cow being young, and
sweeping before
treat semi-circlIn
with
cow
her first calf, was inclined to run
kind
of
the
them everything
one huge drive. As they divided up off and leave the spot, but in some
into couples to work down the coun way each time she did so she met
try, the leader said, "Bill, you look Jack and his pony, who, the Instant
out 'an catch that ole blue roan that she turned towards the blue cow,
we seen yistiday. The ole man wants seemed satisfied and took no furth
all them cows to throw into that Art- er step to interfere with her liberty.
xony drive an her and the calf will Soon a third and fourth cow Joined
them and now that there was a nuc
make it In all right I reckon."
Eo,. as they rode along, Bill swung leus formed every new animal turned
across a little draw towards the wa out of the herd chased straight for
ter hole they had seen the day before. the little bunch, which stood quietly
which, for the aiext three hours, their calves
He picked up the blue-roawith her young son besides her, trot- sleeping at their feet, paying little
ted off following the rest of the cat attention to the uproar that was gotle already working down the trails ing on in the main herd. Having cut
toward the round-ugrounds. The out some 300 cows and calves the
two animals fell in with more of their "choppers" rode out of the herd and
kind as the trails converged until by the "cut" was slowly driven off to
the time the round-uground was water at a nearby windmill, while the
reached there were more than 1,500 main body of cattle was allowed to
cattle of all ages and sizes gathered drift off out into the range at their
toeether in one great bunch. The own pleasure.
blue-roan- 's
That night the blue-roa- n
and his
baby kept close to his
mother's side, the dust that settled mother( together with all the rest of
over the herd like a pall choking him the cut, were "bedded down" near
while the constant bawling of the the round-u- p
camp. All night long
cattle coming from hundreds of two men rode around them and any
throats fairly deafened him. Once, cow that tried to escape was prompt
when two large bulls, fighting fierce ly turned back into the herd by the
ly, drove through that portion of the watchful riders. The next day this
herd where he and his mother were, bunch was called the "day herd," and
and separated the little family, he three day herders looked after them
added to the din by raising his little all day long. They were allowed to
voice in pitiful outcry for his protect graze over a piece of open range
or. Outside of the herd the cowboys where the herders could watch them
rode slowly around, turning back in- and see that none of them escaped,
to the center any. stragglers that and at noon they were all driven into
tried to escape. Gradually the bunch a great prairie lake to water. That
began to stop "milling", and as cow evening another large bunch of cows
after cow found her calf the bawling and calves were brought out to the
stopped. In half an hour the herd day herd and turned into it so that
was fairly quiet and the wagon boss they made quite a respectable herd
dropped off his horse to "cinch up" that night At the end of about ten
a little, preparatory to the work of days' work they had over' the required
cutting out Having reset his saddle number to make up the "trail herd"
the boss mounted again and calling and the wagon boss announced one
to two other men near him said, evening that he would send the herd
"Jack, 'you go out there a ways and into the main ranch on the following
hold 'em up, and Charley and I will day to start for the long trail trip to
get out the eows and calves." So Jack Arizona.
calf had by this
rode off about 100 yards from the
The blue-roaherd in readiness to receive the "cut" time become a seasoned traveler, and
as they came out while the boss and found little difficulty in taking care
Charley rode slowly into the mass of of himself in the herd. A day or two
cattle. "What you want out?" he at the ranch and the preparations for
asked of the boss. "The old man the trail trip were over. One fine
wants every Hashknife cow and calf morning about four o'clock, the cook,
who' had been up in the cool morning
that will stand the trail trip to
he replied. "We got to get air since half past two, awoke the
v--
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If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or you feel bloated after eating and
you believe it is the food which fills
you; if what little you eat lies like a
lump of lead, on your stomach; if
there is difficulty in breathing after
eating, eructations of sour, undigested
food and acid, heartburn, brash or a
belching of gas, you can make np your
mind that you need something to slop
food fermentation and cure indiges
tion.
To make every bite of food you eat
aid in the nourishment and strength
of your body, yo:i must rid your stom
ach of poisons, excessive acid and
stomach gas which sours your entire
nd
meal interferes with digestion
causes so many sufferers of dyspepsia,
sick headache, biliousness, constipation, griping, etc. Your case is no different you are a stomach sufferer,
though you may call it by sjiue other
name; your real and only trouble is
that which you eat does not digest but
quickly ferments and sours, producing
almost any unhealthy condition.
will
A case of Pape's Diapepsln
cost fifty cents at any pharmacy here,
and will convince any stomach suf
ferer five minutes after taking a single dose that fermentation and sour
stomach is causing the misery of indigestion.
No matter if you call your trouble
catarrh of the stomach, nervousness
or gastritis, or by any other name
always remember that a certain cure
is waiting at any drug store the moment you decide to begin its use.
Pape's Diapepsln will regulate any
out of order stomach wfthln five minutes, and digest promptly, without
any fuss or discomfort all of any kind
of food you eat
x

sleepers about his wagon with a long
"Boll out! Roll out! R o 1 I
o u t!" which brought forth the
sleepers in the camp beds scattered
about the wagon to the camp fire in
short order. By sunrise the herd was
strung out on the trail for the west.
In the lead was the old blue-roa- n
with her blue calf marching steadily
along, grazing when the herd was
held up for that purpose, resting when
the outfit stopped to rest and altogether behaving themselves remarkably
well.
'
One night as they sat about the
camp fire with the herd resting quietly not far from the wagon, the wagon
boss said to one of the boys sitting
near him: "Jim, l wisn you a wuie
your hoss in the mawin' and go on
ahead and see how the river is. We
got to cross it before ,,long and I'm
afreed it's going to be pretty high
If all them clouds up towards the
head is good for anything."
Late the next night Jim returned
with the Information that the river
was Indeed high and ' that it would
be necessary to swim the cattle or
wait for some time for it to run
down. Four days later the herd was
bedded down in the valley of the
Pecos river, a mile or two back from
the stream. About noon the next dayf
when the cattle were thirsty, the
whole herd was drifted down to the
river at a place picked out by the
wagon boss where the banks were
broken down so the cattle could reach
the water. On the opposite side tho
bank was low and a good "comingout place." The river was half a mile
wide and running swiftly. It. was,
however, not swimming all the way
across and the place was known as a
safe ford because of an underlying
rock ledge which made good footing
for the cattle in a river where quicksand was almost everywhere present
The water was muddy, and red and.
as the lead cattle, eager to drink,
waded out into its depths, the old
blue in the lead, the men carefully
pointed them out into the stream,
keeping them moving. The others tallowed, calves bawling, men shouting,
and the animals plunging and tearing through the swift waters.
Soon the leaders were swimmln?
and as the water deepened the , old
blue touched her baby on the nose
and told him something in the cow
language which made him immediateside of her
ly get on the
and stay there as they swam across
the river. The swift water forced the
little fellow against her side wbtre
he hung like a leech while his moth
er swam strong and steadily for lie
opposite bank. If the leaders had any
desire to turn down stream they met
a horseman on mat erne swinging
his slicker and shouting with alf his
might, keeping Just far enough back
of the leaders to stop vthem from
turning down stream and still not
check them In, their swimming to
wards the other side.
Soon the old blue and her comrade
found footing on the other side, and
she and the little one were the first
to scramble up the muddy bank and
stand on dry land on .thi wtsterr.
side of the Pecos. Tie whole herd
including almost 1.000 calves crossed
-

m
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safely and, after the saddle horses
1
....
..
had swum the river, the wagon had
been floated over, and all the beds
and plunder carried across in a small
boat the westward Journey towards
Arizona was continued.
The day after their arrival on the
Arizona range, the cattle were turned
out to graze early in the morning.
After the valves had all found the'r
mothers and settled down quietly, the
boss "cut off" some 300 cows each
with her calf. These the boys drove
to a great stone corral about a mile
away, which was almost as large inside as a city block. In one corner
a fire of cedar logs was built into
which was stuck a lot of Iron affairs
with handles three or four feet long
which were the branding irons belonging to the outfit. As be watched
the irons in the fire reaching a white
(ft)
heat the boss remarked that "the old
to run the same
man was
Hashknife brand and mark In Arjzony
as he did back in Texas." Finally the
boss, throwing away his clgarett",
said to""Uie ropers, "Irons hot! Fly
at 'em boys."
1-V
3
Two men on their horses rode Into
the mass of cattle crowded up against
line of Suits, Coats,
On
the far side of the corral, and, with
catch
Neckwear,
Scarfs,
swift dexterous throws began
ing the calves about them. As soou
Bags, Kimono?, Pillow Tops, Handker-cheif- s
a
about
as the rope had been settled
for
Hosiery
calfs neck the horse was turned tomore
goods.
wards the fire, and as the rope wa a
saddle
horn
to
the
and
tied
one
short
the unwilling, bawling calf was
dragged up to the vicinity of the
branding fire. There two husky cowboys ran out to meet the rider and
following up the rope to the calf one charge towards the tormentors, head pony, which was crowding him so
of them seized it by the ear or head down, returning quickly to the little closely, tearing a cruel gash in his
with one hand and the flank with the bunch of friends that stood together, flank, throwing horse and rider Into
other and with a quick Jerk. threw heads to the foe, their calves within a confused struggling heap on the
The Instant it struck the circle. A
It upon its
heifer with ground. It was a feat of astonishing
the eround the other man seized a more pluck than Judgment weak from skill.
hind leg and pulled' it out straight a long winter on short grass and poor
In a moment the steer was lost in the
behind the calf while the first man, range, made a dart towards the trees while the boss dropped off his
throwing off the rope, sat on the calfs wolves, and, turning to Join the circle horse to assist his companion who
neck and head and another seared of cows, stumbled and fell to her was working to free himself from tho
the tender hide of the animal with knees. In a moment the two wolves body of the pony which lay across
the famous Hashknife brand. Still were noon her. While they were his leg. The boy cleared himself from
another man with a keen knife cut busy over their feast the cattle his saddle rigging and the pony strugoff the point of the calf's right ear slipped away from the fearsome place gled to his feet. It was very evident'
's
piece from and a new danger crept into the
and took a little
however, that the animal was wound
the under side of the left ear. In p.n
,
life.
ed to the death, so the boss with tears
instant the operation was over and Three years bad passed. The blue-roa- n in his eyes draw his six shooter and ;
the calf running back to Join his
was beginning to be a noted put the poor animal out of Ma ml- mother.
character on the range. He was very sery. From that day, the "blue-roa-n
calf was determined broad of horn and the great Hash- outlaw" became a jnarkea animal upThe blue-roa- n
he should not be branded. He watch knife, a black outline against the on that range, and the story of how
ed the riders as they rode, into the blue hide, could be seen for a long he killed "Curly Mill's" pony was told
herd and buried himself deep in the distance. The sight of a horsemar around many a camp fire on the ronr::
middle of the mass, worming under no matter how far away, was sufflc- - ups that summer.
the larger cattle and hiding behind lent to send him plunging down' the. Thus the roan outlaw adaaa to lis
them until he began to believe he roughest, mountain side, into the reputation and triumphs, until his clo
would escape after all. All morning depths of the cedar brakes and over ture was the dearest hope of evaw
loffg the men worked away until tho rocks and lava flows where no mount- cow nuncher unon that raune. xna k
herd was half mad with fear and ed man could follow. He was too word had gone out not kill his
dodged to fleet of foot for the older cows, and less absolutely necessary, nut rawer
hunger. As the blue-roa- n
rope the roan soon found himself alone In to capture him alive Just for the sa-avoid the whirling snake-lik- e
that suddenly shot ont from the hand his glory. He then became what is tisfaction of the thing. That fall when
were working through
of a man he had not noticed in time, known to the cowboys of th west the round-up- s
he felt it draw up on his hind legs. ern ranges as an "outlaw," an animal the country in which he was known
Before he knew it he was lying on either horse, bovine or even human, to be, every man was ambitious to
his side and being dragged across that deserted by all his friends, runs be hie captor. Around the camp fires the rough ground towards the fire, alone and has little to do with the each night plans were laid for the job
where he was to receive a mark for rest of his . kind. Such animals are and stories told of his prowess and;;
life.
seldom forced Into the round-up- s
ability to escape from his hunters.that's that take place at regular Intervals One fine morning, as the riders were
"I snared that there blue-roa- n
been so smart," said the rider as he upon the ranges, and when caught by working a through a country, densely
passed the other man. He bore the that drag net are very hard to hold Covered with cedar and pino tree V
'
1
painful branding and marking with in the herd long enough to get to the HNIi ftnfa a inn a nnan trlorln, anil. nina
out a cry. "Burn him deep, Dick,' stock yards and shipped out of the zy valleys, the wagon boss and an- other man with him heard shouts
,
said one man, "for he's a roan and country.
It will show up fine when he gets
The next spring when it was time away off to their right Pulling up
grown." Released from his torture, to start out on the steer round-up- ,
the their horsed they waited to locate the
the roan staggered back to his mother wagon boss told the men to "keep a sound; when suddenly from the thicket
which gave him all the comfort she sharp lookout for that blue-roa- n
out of trees along the valley there emergcould. His side was bruised and sore law," and to "git him or bust him," ed two great animals, a black and a
steer. It was the famous
where he had been dragged over the If the opportunity offered. It fell to! blue-roan
blue
on
with
a black almost as much an
burn
and
the
man
the
great
lot of the boss and another
rough ground
his 'ribs pained him beyond measure. to run onto the blue-roa.
a few days outlaw as himself.
The wagon boss who had just been
Soon after that the bunch was turn later. They were working down a
ed out to graze and sick at heart he grassy draw in a thick cedar country lamenting the fact that he was riding
horse that day, was
crawled miserably under the shade when out from the cedars on one side a
of a small lronwood bush while his of it there burst a great blue animal nearest to the blue, and professional
'
mother went to water leaving him with a grand spread of horns and as etiquette as well as eagerness to be
alone in his wretchedness. From this fleet as a dear. In an Instant the tha one to capture the noted steer
became a hat two men had their ropes down and drove him straight at the big fellow.
time on the blue-roa- n
er of men. The object on horseback were after him in full pursuit. "Cut The pony he rode was a green one
was to him the source of all his suf- him off from the cedars!" shouted but he had plenty of speed, and before
fering and pain a thing to be avoid the boss to his partner, 'who happen the steer could reach tha shelter of
ed and upon which to wreak veng- ed to be closest to the cedars, and the cedars 'the rope tied hard and
eance some day if possible.
the boy spurred his pony toward the fast to the horn of a new $50 saddle-- was
settling over the head of the outThe country in Arizona was very steer, which was now doing his best
however, the
unlike the old range upon the Staked to gain their friendly shelter and pro- law. Unfortunately,
Plains, being rough and rocky with tection. It was but a short distance rope did not draw up close to the
none of those great grassy plains and the steer had much the better horns, or even on the neck, but slipped
they had been accustomed to back of the race, but the boy had his pony back against the mighty Bhoulders of
in their old home. There were trees alongside the steer before he could the steer, giving him a pulling power
here too. a thing they had never get his rope into shape for a throw. on the rope that no cow pony could
known on their old range, and the The steer, with the keen instinct of meet And then, to quote the words
cows buried themselves deep in the the hunted, crowded the poney over of the man with the boas, "things
dense thickets of cedar and pinon. toward the trees and Just as the rid- shore did begli to pop."
Knowing faill Well that if he crowdThere they found many reservoirs or er was ready to drop ' his rope over
tanks of rain water, and ' unless the the animal's wide spread horns an ed the animal too hard he would turn
water gave out they seldom left their overhanging branch caught the loop, on him and probably kill , another
hiding places. Here the blue-roa,calf jerked it from his grip. In a vain at- horse, the boss1 made a long throw
and his mother made their home un- tempt to turn the steer from the and consequently had but little rope
til one day when he was about a year trees, and into the open he crowded left In his hand with which to "play"
old he was accidentally
separated his pony close up onto the huge bulk his steer. The jerk that came when,
saw
her
never
from her and
agaia. of the outlaw. The man's right knee the steer weighing 1,200 pounds and
Two years of life in the thickets was fairly touching the animal's running slightly down hill arrived at
made him as shy and wild as a deer. shoulder- - while he rapidly coiled his the end of that rope, tied to the sadLike the deer, he learned to watch rope ;for another throw.
Following dle horn, was something tremendous.
for the objects upon horse3, which them came the boss, cursing his rope As soon as the strain cams on
the pony which the boss rode
were his one great fear. Once In the a new ynaguey, ' wmcn naa louiea
'
winter, before he lost his mother, in his hands and was a mass of threw down tin head and began some
a trio of wolves followed them for a snarls and knots that, in his eager of tha most, K ient!.5, and satisfactory
whole
day through the cedars haste, he ' only made worse,' instead bucking UiaOwaa 7er seen on the
Ich is compliment
sneaking up on them as closely as of better At this instant the blue Haahknff.j Rart,;
V'
they dared, even nipping at their very turned suddenly. With a quick up- enotniiu
Wnen the boys were alt gathered
heels. His mother would turn upon ward throw of his head, he drove his
them with a bellow of defiance and nearest horn deep into the side of the
(Continued en Page 6.)
!
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nothing found missing. The robbery
was reported to the polled department
and all suspicious characters about
the city will be taken Into custody
and examined.

The Optic Publishing Company
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Entered at the Postofflce at East
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12.00
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Pas One)

been fired at close range. The dead
man had been twice married, being
survived by nine children, five grown
children by his first wife, and four
younger children by his second wife,
both wives being dead. He was well- to-da law abiding citizen and well
liked in the community. The killing
caused much excitement and bitter
feellne against Catalino Torres and
,,:JLaron Torres, when suspicion point- ed to these men as the murderers.
..

MAY GRANT

Wallace trains hard
for christmas bout
Harry Wallace, the local heavyd
weight, who Is scheduled for a
contest with "Mexican" Petej
Everett,', before the Walsenburg Athletic club at Walsenburg Colo., on
Christmas day. Is rounding Into good
shape for his coming battle. Wallace
feels confident that he will best his
loan before the contest has" gone six
rounds. Young Wallace has fought
in all forty-fiv- e
fights and two exhibition goes. Out of this number be
has won twenty-eigh- t
battles, has
one
decision and
no
ten
draws,
fought
lost only five. Of the twenty-eigh-t
fights that Wallace has won, eight
of them were clean knockouts. The
local man shows a good, clean record and has made, it by fast, clever
fighting and in a few years he may
be recognized as one of the top
notchers in the professional world.
Harry Wallace, accompanied by his
manager, Jimmie Tolle, will leave on
Sunday for Walsenburg. After Wallace's contest with Everett, he will
go to Joplln, Mo., where he has been
matched to fight Allie Gray. Wallace
and Gray have met in the roped
arena three times, on two occasions
fighting ten round draws and one
twenty-roundraw. Both fighters are
popular with the fight fans in Joplln
and will nodoubt be a big drawing
card. From Joplinf Jlmmle Tolle will
take his whirlwind' to Cheyenne, Wyo.,
where a bout will be arranged between Wallace and Jim Carroll.
The coming contest between Wal- -

Albuquerque, N. M., Dec.17. Sheriff Jesus Romero has received word
from Deieagte Andrews at Washington
that the house passed the bill introduced by Mr. Andrews providing a
pension of $20 a month for Francisco
Perea of this city. The bill has gone
to the senate and will likely be passed
.
without delay.
: y(
This is tardy recognition, of, tha
claims of the former delegate; in. congress, who is now living In straightened circumstances In this city, at
the advanced age of 88.
Mr. Perea, as the result of successive attacks of paralysis, is extremely
infirm. He was delegate in congress
from New Mexico during the adminls-- "
tration of Abraham Lincoln, and was
seated in the Ford theater In full view
of the tragedy when Lincoln was assassinated.
Perea was also a delegate to the
convention in Baltimore which nominated President Lincoln for the second
time, and there is still preserved in
this cit the banner carriedby Perea
in that convention.
He was a personal friend of the
president and was one of the ablest
men who ever represented the territory in Washington, hence substantial
recognition is due his services to
the. southwest' and hi. country in the
days of the civil war.

We Give

d

A

Away

Absolutely

Shortly after Mr; Hammond left
the office, O. G. Schaefer, the drug-gist, came out to look at his
mometer and noticed that all the
lights in Dr. Hammond's offloe were
burnlpg. The robber evidently took it
.for granted that there would be no
' one in the office after Mr. Hammond
left, so took advantage of the sltua- flbn and turned all the lights on.
This robbery was evidently
the
prk of a professional, as entrance
is cleverely effected and the man- la which, the man operated so
,3 "4 as to show that he had been at
thlalmrork before.
a
thapi the gold, there was

Freeof Cost

HP K

The People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, in Plain
English, or Medicine simplified, by K. V. Pierce, M. O.,
Chief Consulting Physician to the Invalids' Hotel and Surbook of 1008 large pages and
gical Institute at Buffalo,
over 700 illustrations, in strong paper covers, to any one sending 21 one-cetamps to cover cost of mailing tnly, or, in French Cloth binding for 31 stamps.
Over 680,01)0 copies of this complete Family Doctor Book were sold in cloth
binding at regular price of $1.50. Afterwards, one and a half million copies
were given away as above. A new,
revised edition is now ready
for mailing. Better send NOW, before all are gone. Address World's Dis
rBNSA&Y Medical Association, R. V. Pierce, M. D., President, Buffalo, N. V.
nt
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being watched
the local man
many Las Ve
In Raton.

Your money will go farther and your
Violl.
Ml
if
preseni-- win pieaats uonci
jv
day shopping is done at.
1

1
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BURGLAR LOOTS OFFICE
(Continued From Page 1.)

lace and Everett Is
with keen interest as
Is heavily backed by
gans and also parties

DR. PIERCE'S FAVORITE

PRESCRIPTION

ThE ONE REMEDY for woman's peculiar ailments good enough

V

MARKET REPORTS

'

I

r

v

.' 1

TAUPERT'S-

'ti

St. Louis Wool Market
;St Louis, Dec. 17f Wool unchanged. Territory and western mediums,
24328; fine mediums, $2125; fine,

1

Our goods and prices are open for your
inspection and approval. It will be our

122I.

pleasure to show you through.

Metal Market
New York, Dec. 17. Lead, firm,
457
Copper easy, standard and January, $12.87
1

52

Money and Stocks Market
New York, Dec. 17. Call money, 4
5 per cent
Prime mercantile
per cent. Mexican
paper,
dollars, 44. Amalgamated, 97
New York Cen
Atchison, 122
Southern Pacific, 135
tral, 122
Union- Pacific, 204. Steel 92

known here among the sporting fan
and looks as though he was a likely
fellow at the wrestling game, being
large, muscular and active. Donovan
while here will look around for some
talent to take part in the preliminaries
at the wrestling match on the last day
Chicago Produce Market.
Chicago, Dec.,. 17. Wheat, May, of this month.
Corn,
$1.12
July, 1.02l-8- .
Oats,
May, 65
At a meeting last evening of ChapJuly, 65
Pork, man Lodge No. 2, A. P. and A. M.,
May, 44
July, 42
Lard, election of officers was held, the fol
Jan. $20.20; May, $22.1517
Jan. $12.95; May, $12.25. Ribs, Jan. lowing officers being elected: George
$12.0 ;1 May, $11.60.
H. Kinkel, W. M.; William H. Stapp,
S, W.; N. O. Hermann, J. M.; R. L.
M. Ross, treasurer; Charles H. Spor-lede- r,
JACK DONOVAN, WELL, ,
KNOWN WRESTLER, HERE
secretary; W. P. Mills, 8. D.;
B. S. Hale, J. D.; J. B. Ament, S. S.;
Jack Donovan, who arrived In the Claud Shumway, J. S.; Rev. J. S.
tilcity yetserday afternoon from Albu- Moore, chaplain; Sanford North,
querque in the interests of Collier's er. Installation of officers will take
Weekly, Is according to report given place on December 27th.
out in tha Duke city, matched to
wrestle Simon Deshler in Albuquerque
Optic want ads bring results. Try
on December 31st Donovan is well one.

shade higher. Light, $SS.45; mix
ed, $8.208.6; heavy, $8.258 65;
to rhoiro
rought, $8.0258.4; eo-Jheavy, $8.408.65; pigi. $703; built
of sales, N$8.358.55

2

55

J

1-- 2

7--

1--

7--

3--

1--

pfd. 125

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Mo; Pec. 17. Cattle,
2,000, including 200 southerns. Market steady. Native steers, $4.7
7.25; southern
S3.405.r0;
stdjr?,
southern cows, $2.75(0)4.15: native
rtcck-erCOW3 and heifers, $2 73(56.50;
bulls,
andy feeders, $7 'i'TJo.lO:

3--

west-

cows,

$2.754.75.
Kansas City Hog Market.
Hogs 7,00. Market strong. Bulk
$S.108.45; , heavy, $8.408.50; packers and butchers, $8.158.40; xllght,
7.908.35; pigs, $6.757.5.
Kansas City Sheep Market,
Market Is steady.
Sheep 2,000.
Muttons, $4.255.75; lambs, $6.50
8.25; fed western wethers and year
lings, $4.755.15; fed western ewes,

WE ORDER

'

$4.255.25.

habit-formin-

Stove Grates and Coastings
Every Week

'
Chicago Livestock Market.
17. Cattle,
4,000
Chicago, Dec.
Market steady. Beeves, $1803.S0;
Texas steers, $3.S04.50; western
steers, $46.30; stockers and feed
ers, $35.10; cows and heifers $2J?

This Insures Prompt Delivery.

Phone Us Your Wants

5.40; calves, $78.
Chicago Sheep Market. .'

Trcrv

XT

OR Ciftn

i Ir o f

ctmnr

f

1--

1--

a

$3.254.75; calve3. S3.VDf?? S!!:
ern steers, $3.755.75; western

.

3-- 8

3--

F. J. GEHRING.

ec

g
no
drugs. Made from native medicinal forest roots
of well established curative value.

.

T

steady. NaSheep 12,000. Ma-ktive, $3.505.60; western, $3.755.C5;
yearlings, $6.35 7.E0 ; lambs, native,
$5.758.60; western. $5.75S.C0.
.
V'oRyu iwy-- iti.i r.M

that its makers are not afraid to print on its outside wrapper its
every ingredient. No Secrets No Deception.
THE ONE REMEDY for women which contains no alcohol and

.

Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.

1--

Silver,

r:,:;.:

--

Douglas Avenue.

516-51- 8

n'
ZZS3SBSSCO

(Bonn9

Toys
Santa Clause has his headquarters on the
second floor. "A veritable Fairy Land. The big
Christmas tree, the Dancing Doll, the Performing; Clowns, the Klectric Train, running through
k
tunnlels and over bridges Flying Machines,
Games, Dolls, Dishea, Doll, Houses, with appro-- ,
prlate furniture In each roomA coaster, Auto
Wd Wagon combined for the boy. And hundreds
of other toys.
,)

TAILORED

This means a clearance of all winter stuff at greatly reduced prices. See the other prices. Compare
them with ours, examine quality of our merchandise and you will see that it pays to trade here. Besides,
DO NT FORGET THE TURKEY TICKETS.. The store Is in holiday attire.
We have installed a new lighting system, making our store at night almost as Ught aa day.

............

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

WOMEN'S

836.00
S33.00
S30.00
$27.50
$23.50

$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$17.50
$15.00

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

& MISSES SILK A FLANNEL

ONE-PIEC-

Before Mr. Bacharach sailed for Europe, he Tan across a lot of em- broideries that had been countermanded by another house. He got the lot
at a bargain, the bargain goes to you. Read on:
a big assortment,
Lot No. 1, regular 35, 40 and 50 cent embroideries,
28o
Special
'
40o
Lot No. 2, 60 and 75 cent values, Special
69c
Lot. No. 3, 85c and $1.00 values, Special
87c
Lot No. 6, $1.25 and $1.50 values. Special
DON'T MI8S THIS.
x

DRESSES

In the very newest styles and in a great variety of patterns,
out as follows:
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses
Dresses

$35.00
$30.00
$27.50
$25.00

$27.50

. . . . i- -

...... . .
...... ...
'.'

$23.50
$20.00
$18.50

Dresses
$20.00 Dresses
$17.50 Dresses . . . ... .'. . .
$15.00 Dresses
$22.50

.........

Children's Coats
Flannels

and
of 'all kinds, Velvets, Bearskins, Broadcloths,
mixtures, 2 2 years to 14 years at 25 per cent off.

$17.00

weave

.
r

7 2 Outing Flannels per yard
10c Outing Flannels, per yard
12c Outing Flannels, per yard . . .

...

12

2

8

Extra Special

"""

,
& MISSES COATS & CLOAKS.

Long. Black, Dressy Coatatight fitting backs, Satin lined,
button, trimmed or plain, long light tan coats, fancy coats, military collars. All at special prices.

'

$35.00
$30.00,

V!

,

$25.09.'
$22.50

Coats
Coats

.'.(

coat

'.., $16,50

"Coats

.

.V

y.,...,

0

$20.00 VCoats

I3.C0

$17.50 Coats

127-5-

ilf.M

$15.00
$12.50

GET YOUR TURKEY

-

.J

Coats
Coats

s

.

f

$15.00.
$13.50..
J

V

TICKET8.

1

'

All

THE

STORE

&

m

h

pi

$11.75
$9.50

E.LasVegas.

50c

per
25o

SHOES.

15

per cent
10

off

per cent

off

IN THE MEN'S DEPARTMENT
Ton will find bargains everywhere.
Men's Suits, Men's Overcoats, Men'a
Trousers, Boys' Suits, Boy's Over
coats
25 per cent off

HOLIDAY SPECIALS.

, . 9e

and 75 cent Neckwear
Phoenix Mufflers
President Suspenders (in Holiday boxesLord & Taylor fancy Hosiery, Silk Llsles,.
GET YOUR TURKEY TICKETS.

have on special
great many more barSilks, Dress Goods,
Trimmings, Flannels
'

-

we

r'J

il

1c

J.,..

to

u

value Daisy Cloth, Pink, Blue and White, Special

We cannot mention In this small space all that
sale. When you come to the store you will: find a
gains than you looked for. We have on sale Laces,
Ginghams, Percales, Galateas Embroideries, Dress
' ,
and Gloves.

per cent discount.

'

55

One Lot of Skirts worth $7.50 to $10 Special $5

20

Outing Flannel Gowns, Pajamas, Woolen Hose, Sweaters,
Bhirts, Capes, Hats, Shoes and underwear a,ll greatly reduced.

w

WOMEN'8

v

oft.

1-- 2

............

6a
So

skirts
Madej

BOYS & CHILDREN'S

Entire Stock on Sale.
.
Fancy Shoes
Plal nShoes

Outing Flannels

in the latest styles. Come to the store, select any you want, then
'
'
take oft 25 es cent
1

MISSES,

'

$13.50
$11.75

at

SPECIAL.
all
shades, per yard
Baby ribbon,
One lot of Ribbons, different colors, worth np
yard, Special, per yard
WOMEN'S,

and

1-- 3

RIBBONS.

We offer our entire stock of Rlbsons

$15.00

SKIRTS.

misses
We place our entire stock of women's and
on sale, about 200 of thjem. In all shades and at our price.

Fancy

"

'

1--

...

'

FURS.
We place our entire stock of Fu rs on sale at

Embroideries

Sps,t'in

$18.50
$17.00
$15.00
$13.50
$11.75
E

GET YOUR TURKEY TICKETS

.

SUITS REDUCED

We have about 35 Suits left which we intend to clear before the season Is over as we do not Intend carrying any over to
next season.
$50.00
$45.00
$37.50
$35.00
$30.00

purchase, the more you buy the more chances
you have of getting one of the FORTY

Begins Bog 15th Ends Dec, 31si

I

AND MISSES

Don't Forgot
we give FORTY TURKEYS away the night of
Dec. 24th. We give a ticket with every 50c cash

GET YOUR TURKEY TICKETS.

WOMEN'S

M'snmniif

OF QUALITY"P
7- -"

50c
50c
60o

;....

.,,, sop
i

.

'

;ff

f

r
WAISTS GREATLY REDUCED.
Waists of all kinds, Lawns,' Linens, Satins and Silks, at 25
per cent oft
;o rjt'4tt t ov
One lot of Fancy Ooloted Waists, worth 75c and $1.00,
Specia; 50o

.w. ;79c v
One lot Sample Tailored Waists, all In ; good
order, not mussed '
,or soiled, worth $3.00 and $4.00, Special ....'..;..v;'.V.:.. $2.25
One lot of Lace Waists, white and Ecru, worth
up to- - $6.50,
Special
$4.25.
.

N.M.

;.;

X

,o12!',s;.;;.7.r;i

MX

'

'

.
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'Christmas Season is
Here

Only 6 Shopping Days

and we are to the
front with our usual beautiful line of Christmas
novelties consisting: of
Toilet Cases, Military
Brushes, Albums, Work
Boxes, Post Card, Albums
Smoker's Sets, Panel.
Mirrors, Ink Stands, Col-- i
lar and Cuff Boxes,''
Tobacco Jars, Shaving
Sets, Jewel Boxes, etc.,
etc In fact our assortment is too numerous to
mention in detail. Our
prices are right, call and

i

BUY IT IN LAS VEGAS

LAS VEGAS,

Phone Main

$i95.00-F- or

J. S. Nelson visited the city today
from his home at Mineral Hill.
Mrs. Frank Duerr and children
.spent the day in the city from their
home at Lamy.
C. U. Strong deputy collector of
Mora county was In Las Vegas today
from Mora--, attending to business matters.
Anaelmo Gonzalea and family arrived in the city last evening from Sanchez, N. M.
Sotero Lucero came to the city today from La Llendre bringing with
him a coyote's hide for the usual two
dollar bounty.
Frank J. Cutler and Joseph Matt
returned last evening from their visit to Roclada where they went a few
days ago in tha interest of their copper mines at that place. Both were
seemingly glad this morning that they
got home before the storm as the ride
through the mountains, was a cold one.
Charles L. Hernandez returned last
evening from his visit to Springer.
.A. B. Gallegos a well known ranchman from Las Conchas, was in the
ity today visiting among his many
friends.
S. P. Peterson, Denver; J. T. Fitz
morris, Trinidad; Jack Donovan, Al
buquerque; were arrivals in the city
today, registering at the New Optic
hotel.
Late arrivals at the El Dorado hotel
are Ella L. Gates, Wf H. Nohr, Thomas
.

a lot of

WHAT to dothere
be-

fore winter comes
curtains and blankets to
wash; rugs to clean; fur-

niture, cut glass and

'

I

3

PERSONALS

silverware to brighten.
It is enough to daunt
the woman who is unacquainted with the merits
of Ivory Soap; who does
not know that it can be
used for hundreds of purposes for which ordinary
soaps are unsafe and unsatisfactory.

Ivory Soap
Pure

99o Per Cent

$245.00

Little Prices
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

Big Store
M. C. A.

Robb, Watrous; P. Kretchman, Albu
querque; W. A. Carter, Livingston,'
Mont; Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Manwell
and son, Longmont, Colo.
Jack Donovan was in the city today
hustling around in the interest of the
collections for Collier's Weekly, arriving in the city last night from Albuquerque.
J. A. Clark is registered at the Central hotel as a recent arrival in the
city.
C. U. Strong," Mora, and John W.
Grimes and Wm. Smith, Watrous, register at La Pension hotel as late arrivals in Las Vegas.
Mrs. George Crlley of the New Optic hotel left cm No. 8 this morning
for a hurried trip to Trinidad.
D. T. Hosklns, cashier of the San
Miguel National bank, left today on
a short business trip to Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Shomber ar
rived in the city yesterday afternoon
from Newton, Kans., and will visit
in the city Jor several days as the
guests of C.h. Stewart, the genial
manager at Boucher's.
Mrs. E. M. lirick and daughter,
Mies Isabel arrived in the city last
evening from their home at Palmyra,
N. Y., being summoned here on ac
count of the serious illness of A. J.
Mirlck, who Is reported to- be very
sick at his home at the Hayward
i
ranch.
P. R. Urquhart, Denver; W. McMul-ten- ,
Boston, J. P. Dee, Trinidad; J. C.
St John, Colorado Springs; T. W.
Schaller, wife and daughter, Chicago;
Mrs. B. M. Mirlck and Miss Isabel
Mirick, Palmyra, N. Y.; H. M. Gould
wife and daughter, and nurse, Miss
Grace Stanton, New York City, are
late arrivals registering at the
Cas-taned-

BEAUTIFOOP

M

.

,

Bad Stomach Causes Unsightly Complexions. E. G. Murphey has a

Remedy

I

East Las Vegas, N, M.

has not sufficient nourishment to sup
ply the mu3cles, akin and body gen
erally.
If you have belching of gas, distress
after eating, nausea, biliousness, nervousness or foul breath, then your
stomach is wrong and you want the
best prescription for stomach troubles
the world has ever known.
a
You want
tablets, the great
stomach remedy which E. G; Murphey
guarantees to cure indigestion, no
matter of how long standing,1 or money
'
back.
Relieves stomach distress at once.
is sold by leading druggists
everywhere and in East Las Vegas by
E. G. Murphey for BO cents a large
box. Test samples free from Booth's
Mi - o - na, Buffalo, N. Y. .

LIU

(PWIX11CXO

MM-O-M-

Cures catarrh or money back. Jnst
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
Inhaler $1. Extra bottles 50c. Druggiata.

lim-

stranger and do not ask credit
you are entitled to a discount.
If you area resident and regular customer,
why should you pay our credit losses?
Our method after a year of trial pleases
If you are a

M.

FellpeR.

Guerln.

-

1

all.

.''

,

All prices lower than ever, with 10 per
cent discount for cash, 5 per cent 30
'
days, 60 days net, not only today, this
week, or next, but all the time.
Look at our line of Watches Jewelry,
Clocks, Silver, and Silver Plate Lamps,
China and Brass Goods.

ARE

v

FOUND AT OUR STORE

FULL DINNER SETS
CHINA CUPBOARDS
MOORRIS CHAIRS
i

d

East Las Vegas,

Douglas Avenue.

mQmt

Christmas is

las

.

Buy Better Goods
For Less Money

a

g,

x

'

MurpheyV Drug Store

Xmas Gifts

ited this morning about, 7;20 o'clock.
Itha
8 hours behind its schedule,
train showed evidence of having been
in a smash-up- ,
having about fourteea
window lights broken out and other
damage to the cars, ( The equipment
of the limited, being almost solid
steel, it would be almost imposslolo
111
L
to smash-n- p the cars. Train No. 8 ar
y.mtgti
rived here about 8 o'clock this morn-ln7 hours behind its. schedule. Thla
train was probably more battered;:
Near
up than the limited, especially the
rear Standard Pullmans which wro
struck by the limited, which was In
IN
AND
PHOTO
THAT
BRING
collision with No. 8 vin,
a rear-en:
GET IT FRAMED FOR A
"
Arizona,
GIFT.
CHRJSTMAS
aged eighteen
Ismael Frlguere,
Don't letthat beautiful picture get years, died this morning at his home
soiled or your walls look so bare on the West side, after an illness of
when our pictures and picture a week. Tha deceased succumbed to
framing are io cheap.
pneumonia, having suffered a relapse
Ourline'is very complete, ani a few. days ago. Mr. Friguere was a
is native of the City of Mexico and came
style new, and workmanshio
excellent.
to Las Vegas two years aga, in comour
free:with
perfupany with hla .mother and J,wq $iatars.
Art picture
mes and 11 toilet articles. Buy About two months ago,, he was. taken
of suddenly ill with pneumonia but reyour Christmas toitefa articles;
us for Christmas gifts,, you can covered sufficiently to be out when a
get $1.00 for 5Gc and an art pictu- - relspse set In which caused his death
about 8 o'clock this mornin?. He was
re or song free.
well known in Las Vegas, having been
Co.
Vegas Undertaking
employed for a time by Jose Baca and

,

ment
If tha stomach is not in a healthy
condition it does not separate from
the food the nutritious matter and it
passes off with the waste.
Thus the blood is impoverished and

The Most Practiced

l Si ill

'.'

(fterptbihg at eastern prices

V--

thearrival of the Chicago

Hand-Paint- ed

and Imported China ever displayed in the City.
A well selected line of Cut Glass.
Headquarters for Gift and Children's Books.
All the late Novels, Bibles and Prayer Books.
Elegant line of Prench Perfumes.
Christmas boxes of Fancy Writing Paper. .
Clean and new" line of Toys, Dolls and Games.
A sweet line of Gunthers and Huylers Candies.
Silver and Ebony Comb and Brush Sets, Manicure
Sets, Shaving Sets and Mirrors, Collar and Cuff
boxes, Military Hair Brushes, Christmas Cards
and Booklets, Safety Razors, Sewing Baskets and
boxes. Good Cigars put up in Christmas boxes of
12 and 25 cigars.
v

Bad stomachs mean bad blood; bad
blood means 'sallow, unattractive skin.
Why? The stomach in a healthy con
dition separates the nutritious matter
from the food and gives it to the blood
to supply the entire body with nourish

The reglatery business done at
Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo
East Side postofflce yesterday showed Madame
and psychoroetrist, during her
an increase of twelve per cent over gist in Las
stay
Vegas will be found at
the business done the same day last 1' El Dorado Hotel, room 3. Can be enyear. The business up to noon today gaged for evening entertainments.
showed a heavy increase over the Receives on Sunday.
business for the entire day on the(!
same date last year. The business la'
getting heavy'at the East Side office
and the indlcatlpns are that the business this year will greatly eclipse
that of last year in every way.
On

Our

am sure you'll find some Articles to please
'
you from our varied assortment.
The nicest and largest assortment of

a new $350.00. "Monarch" Mahogany Piano made
Baldwin Co.
the
,
by

For a new "Crown" Rich Oak, $400.00 Piano, made
by The Geo. P. Bent Co., Chicago.

OPPOSITE Y.

rusr Lurc

Holiday Gifts

Buy Goods at Home and Help Build Up the Town

N. M.

Lf

Do Not Fadl to Call ?xnd See
Big Line of

need Clothing buy it.in Las Vegas.
Deed Furniture buy it in Las Vegas.
need Hardware buy it in Las Vegas.
need Jewelry buy it in Las Vegas.
need Dry Goods buy them in Las Yeg as.
have money deposit it in Las Vegas.
want a Home buy it in Las Vegas.
want a Piano buy it in Las Vegas.
need Groceries btiythem in Las Vegas.

Be a Lao Vcgao Booster

DRUG GO.

'Bridge Street

If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
If you
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into a mass ot loose rock which gave
him no foothold at all. The walls of
the canyon were frightfully steep and
In the loose, rock sliding, slipping and
rolling, he was swiftly hurled towards
the edge of a cliff 200 feet high over
which with a despairing attempt to
regain his footing he slipped to death
and destruction. Tons of loose rock
followed him to the bottom, making
a roar like a thousand cannons. When
the men climbed down the trail to see
just what had happened they found
him dead and
in the mass
of fallen rock.
The cliff was an overhanging one.
smooth and soft enough to show mark
ings, and one of the men taking a
piece of hard flint rock spent half an
hour cutting deep into the smooth
white wall the words "Here Died the
Blue-RoaOutlaw. He was a King.
September, 1898." The Breeders

Jaqoea

GaaraaUed mmimt
all Far Food

M. Co.

Chicago

Law

DUG

PflUDEu

eteer,
to a
the other to a saddle cinched to a
horse.
Stands for
The tremendous force of the pull
when, the rope drew up on the tree,
uprooted it This prevented the rope
from breaking but there was sufficient Jerk upon it to bring both horse
and steer to the ground in a struggling
heap.' The man who was "riding for
a fall" with both feet out of the stir
1 Good 2nd. Hand Open Runabout,
In providing
rups In anticipation or just sucn a
1
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy,
in
be satisfied with anything but the
a
wreck flew off Into space, landing
1 Young Jersey Cow, Cash or
feet away fey
Easy Payments.
best K C guaranteed
pile of rocks twenty-fiv1 Good
old Horse, good size.
moderate price. It
actual measurement The horse fell
IwpThOT
tion
VilUX:
fr
1 Saddle Ponny.
better.
with his head under him in such a
ot
erfect
way that his neck was instantly bro1 Durham Cow, just fresh,
itof-fcfiCHRISTMAS EVE
iL -- wtsA!rken.
or
n. Trvandsee.
When the other men who were fol
back.
Money
lowing reached the scene they found
A WEEK
JUST
the man Just regaining his senses,
badly cut about the head but otherFROM TONIGHT the treas and where the electric light It isn't the fellow who makes a fool
wise unhurt The blue in falling had
on
his back, his hind feet
landed flat
is used instead of the deadly candle of himself that we object to so much
for illumination purposes special wir- as the one who makes a fool of us.
down the steep hill and both his long
SANTA
CLAUS
WILL
REACH
LAS
horns buried to the very skull in the
ing is being done.
VEGAS EXACTLY ON
All the toys ever manufactured to Ill Health la More Expensive Thai
ground. Thus he was absolutely
Any Cure
amuse and Instruct children are on
helpless and unable to regain his feet
TIME
This country is now filled with peolead after the blue no matter how hard he struggled,
ground
the market this year, and Las Vegas
ple who migrate across the continent
as fast aa he could pull the trigger. To hog-tihim in this position was
merchants believing the miinicipality in all directions seeking that which
s
of thsm
WANTED A man to do Janitor work. But he never stopped the steer at all the work of but a moment and at last PRECAUTIONS ABE TAKEN to be generally prosperous, have laid gold cannot buy.
and when we were trailin' him up we the roan outlaw was a captive. It
in complete stocks anticipating no are suffering from throat and lung
Call at the Las Vegas Hospital.
trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
found the saddle where the rope had was no trouble to roll him down the
trouble in disposing of them.
from neglected colds, and spending
JIEN LEARN BARBER TRADE dragged through between 'rocks. The steep hillside to the level ground and Extreme Care to Prevent Accidents
The stock is an enormous one, and fortunes
vainly trying to regain lost
No
Asbestos
Coats
waa
for
Saint
saddle
eteer
the
to
but
Short time
Nick,
are
an
a
got hung up,
hour the rest of the
required; graduates
inside of half
embraces ideas that
delight
health. Could every sufferer but unso hard that he busted the men arrived on the scene with the
am $12 to 30 week . Moler Baas is Rule in Larger Cities An the child. Everything from polar do the past and cure that first negrter college, Loa Angeles.
and, I lmagin' bunch of cattle they had been driving,
rope and kept on
of New and Novel games which are based on the Cook-Pear- y lected cold, all this sorrow, pain,
Abundance
and expense could have been
is
a
was
yit."
steer
the
bunch
controversy to dolls and me- anxiety
large
Among
Chamberlain's Cough .Rem
avoided.
Toys This Year.
"Reckon Ed's shots hit the steer, which they roped and dragged up to
chanical toys are to be found in
famous for its cures of colds,
is
edy
the and can always be depended upon.
Windy?" inquired one interested listen where the outlaw lay and, in cowboy
Las Vegas Santa Clauses are a fav stock. It is conceded that among
er. "Reckon not" answered Windy, parlance "dumped" him on top of the
best
received
have
the
Use it and the more serious diseases
the
that
places
ored lot, and should feel grateful for
FOR SALE Two soft coal burner "but one of his shots hit the saddle
may ba avoided. For sale by all
to
Kris
of
outlaw.
then
toys
Kringla's
proceeded
They
consignment
bv
a
him
one
liberties
1011
wood burner. Apply
the
and
granted
kindly
and made a hole clean through the 'neck' the two steers together with a
Las
of
are
the
Vegas.
shops
toy
who have never had
Sixth street
tree, which didn't help matters much short rope they cut for the purpose, disposed people
Mechanical toys on the market this
Christmas accident. Here
a
serious
Any struggling artist will tell you
with the boas, I'm here to tell you. Having done so to their satisfaction,
make that department or tne that the best time to work Is when
year
FOR SALE On gentle, fine saddle
as he blame
does
about
Claus
Santa
An you'r orter heered Ed talk when they untied the hogging ropes and al
motors for
in selecting his wearing ap- stores. There are electrical
you are so rich you don't have to.
pony. See D. H. Grant
he sees that 'ere new hull o' hls'n all lowed the steers to gain their feet. pleases
steam en
inclined
mechanically
boys,
must
most
cities
iie
in
But
skinned up and hble shot plumb As this was done the bunch of cattle parel.
friction
FOR SALE Good match team, cheap.
wear the uniform provided by law, gines,' and winding trains,
Stung For 15 Years
the fork." And Windy grin they had driven up was carefully
which include airships and other by indigestion's pangs trying many
through
toys,
or
Weight ' twelve hundred . pounds
a
a
street
were
ha
if
policeman
miniature methods of locomotion.
crowded around the two animals. After just
each. Also wagon and harness. In- ned at the memory of It
doctors and $200.00 worth of medicine
car conductor.
the
adventure
Not
this
after
For the girl, there are dolls, and in vain, B. F. Ayscua, of Ingleside, N.
a
long
of
and
J.
few minutes
fighting,
Hunziker, City HalL
quire
pulling
take
While the firemen
every pre
blue-roa- n
stood on a high ridge over the outlaw sulkily allowed himself to
and dolls. The tin baby kind C, at last used Dr. King's New Life
caution to prevent fires on Christmas dolls,
cured
Out
broad
in
the
a
one cent and from that fig Pills, and writes they wholly bilioussell
for
valley.
be dragged along by his unwilling eve and business men
National cash looking
FOR SALE Fim-clas- a
becure constipation,
him.
worry
They
was the salt ground. There mate, with the rest of the cattle and
ure gradually swell in, price until they ness, sick headache, stomach, liver,
cause of the danger of a blaze for
register for sale cheap, easy terms. valley chunks of
white rock salt was eventually safely landed in the
reach as much as $10 or more. The kidney and bowel troubles. 25c at all
pure
great
weeks before the happy day, the great
Inquire Bridge Bar.
were placed, not only to satisfy the main herd.
are the Imported ones, and are druggists.
est risk to life and property comes at latter
brutes, but
Great was the rejoicing in camp that the
examples of skill in
magnificent
FOR SALE Legal blanks- - ot all de- cravings of the
very culmination" ot the season,
There seems to be quite a difference
also to coax them out of the cedars night over the capture, and the guards
should
be
the
there
scriptions. Notary seals and records
when
time
the
to1
between
ones
wilder
into the open, where the
buying stomething for a song
be one of the
What is expected
about the herd were cautioned not to
at The Optic office.
This danger results
and giving your note for it.
could be captured. The roan was salt-- let the two escape under any circum least danger.
Brer'
the
sellers
Christmas
this
is
best
from the Christmas tree.
iD newspapers for sale at The Op- - hungry and, after a long, careful surwhich has
a
stances. At the end of the week the
-J- QL
In' most Las Vegas churches this Possum, furry plaything,bear. While
Looking One's Best
the
vey of his surroundings, started down herd had been worked down to the
Teddy
supplanted
fwice, 10 cents a bundle.
15
Christmas
foot
It's a wwuar.'s delight to look hat
the trail for the salt ground. Away river for chipping and as soon', as year the regulation
latter
the
the
that
say
storekeepers
tree will be used and will be covered
bvet, but plmoles, skin eruptions, sores
off to the left, and quite out .of his the country was open and the herd
nice will always remain staple, yet the for and bolls rob life ot joy. Listen! buck- or
electric
candles
with
lights,
mer will be the
seller of tha len's Arnica Salve cures them; makes
sight, half a dozen cowboys were driv easily handled no attempt was made
presents and sparkling stuff which two this season.principal
a bunch of cattle down a little to neck-uthe Bkin soft and velvety. It glorifies
ing
the
when
the
pair
again
Five-rooclad
and
Santa
furnished
Claus,
RENT
FOR
the face. Cures pimples, sore eyes,
draw between two ridges. One of old rope wore out and the "twins", as burns prettily,
are
also
There
novel
arrangements
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
in most any old thing he wants to in
cold sores, 'cracked lips, chapped
to
on
take
rode
of
the
and
them
ridge
came
top
books,
called
blocks,
the
building
picture
apart, wear will be in evidence. It's pretty
them,
boys
hands. Try It - Infallible for piles.
$1.60 per week and up. Call 618
Is
All
not.
In 25o at all
'
a look over the country. Some dis That night one of the men who had
find a suitable indoor games, and what
Grand. Phone Main 42S.
drugists.
to
sometimes
hard,
tance-beloreadiness for the Christmas shopper.
him and well out in the a family in town hired a town kid
Claus and they are allowed,
Santa
one
week from
Christmas eve is just
Biobbs "Yes, he has acquired ease
valley was a single animal and it took to take his place on herd while he
generally to boss and bluff people be
but a short look to satisfy him it was weM up and spent the night at home, cause
tonight.
and
plenty." Slobbs "But he didn't
are
If
not
is
feared
they
they
it
The boy was riding As the boy rode his guard along the
the blue-roathem in that order."
acquire
will refuse to play.
"MACHINE and hand sewing done his best rope horse that morning and
For That Dull Feeling After Eating
of the herd, lying quietly in the
edge
few
In the last
years nearly everyI have used Chamberlain's Stomreasonably. 712 Fifth street
with a yell and a wave of his hat cool night air, he found a big blue one else
Parity, perfect resnlt3 and economy
has been subjected to more or ach and Liver Tablets for some time,
on
to his comrades he loosed his reins
are combined in K C Baking Powall
at
the very edge of the less reform, but Santa Claus has gone and can
steer
standing
testify that they have done der. Guaranteed the best at any
EXCELLENT Table board, noma old Grayback and tore off down the
moun
off
towards
the
bunch,, looking
on in his own evil way with absolute me more good than any tabletf) I have price. You are wasting your money
cooking, 25c per meal. 712 Fifth valley towards the steer.
tains in a dreamy, meditative mood
was a heavy to pay more for any baking powder
street
ly no regard for the changing times ever used. My trouble
The rider had not gone fifty feet be Kid-lik- e
he could not withstand the and conditions. Prosperity ha3 been dull feeling after eating. David Free- .25 cents for a 25 ounce fan.
man, Kempt Nova Scotia. These tabfore the keen-eye:- )
roan saw he was temptation to. play the smarty," so
plentiful, despite the reform, and pros- lets strengthen the stomach and ImHANDKERCHIEFS and linens pur- being . pursued, and wheeling out of instead of
Those who attempt to fight the devil
passing him quietly by or perity produces hordes of Santa Claus prove the digestion. They also regchased at Farnham's, 712 Flfta the trail on which he had been travelelse gently turning him into the herd es.
with fire will discover that he has
3
bowels.
ulate
the
liver
and
They
free.
,
street stamped
ing struck back towards the shelter- the boy took off his hat and swung
In other cities there has been less are far superior to pills but cost no the 'most ammunition.'
ing trees on a long swinging trot A it into the steer's face. It was a dis- reform along other lines but more at mora. Get a free sample at all deaOUTLAW
The Correct Time
couple of miles' hard run and the boy tinct challenge to the old warrior and tention has been given to the Santa lers and see what a splendid medicine
THE BLUE
jOAN
it is.
to stop a cough or cold is Just as soon
rode his horse out of a deep wash to he rose to the occasion. Gathering Claus
are
and
There
rules
question.
as it starts then there will be no
see across another valley, the blue- - himself for one mighty plunge ' he
enough to make the life
Don't wait for Fortune to knock; danger ot pneumonia or consumption.
(Continued from page 3)
roan trotting majestically up the high struck the pony' the boy was riding regulations
Hore-hqun-d
of an average Santa, Claus as full of have the door standing open for her. Just a few doses of Ballard's
about the fire that evening "Windy ridge between the two valleys, the with his powerful head, knocking him trouble as are those of other mortals,
taken at the start will
Syrup
re- - sheltering
trees but a few: hundred fiat as a board. Away he dashed over And
stop the cough. If it has been running
Bob," who was Jhe man with him,
there are plenty of Santa Clauses
Saving and thrift are matters of on for sometime the treatment will
slated the affair. "Ye see, fellers, ma yards away. He spurred hl3 horse the horse and rider while the whole at that.
to every housewife. At the be longer, but tha cure is sure. Sold
pride
.and Ed was a drifin down the wash down the rocky sides of the ridge herd tore off the other way In a mad
In other cities this year Santa Claus same time, one should never sacrifice by Center Block Depot Drug Co.
pertlckler. across the flat at the bottom and up stampede that carried them five miles must wear an asbestos coat or keep quality to cheapness in preparing food
not expectin' anything
save money and
when out from the cedars busts the the steep side opposite, reaching the before they could be "milled" into a away from the Christmas tree. He for the family. To
Young people waste an awful lot ot
blue-roa- n
your
improve
baking,
try a can of
as
him."
the
mate
wa3
fer
top
a
held
just
passing, bunch again and
up.
ole blue and mighty
can wear a furlined coat provided he K C Baking Powder. It "Will save you enthusiasm at a football game.
"
"The blue's mine, Windy, ses Ed., His horse waa winded but he. "took
mis keeps It buttoned up and does not 30 cents on a pound can. If it doesn't
Daylight showed the blue-roa- n
i'and I, not hankering a bit fer the the long chance" and drove after the sing and the wagon boss swore a expose the fur. And in case ha does please you better, ft won't cost you a
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
lob, bein a my shoulder I broke last roan with his rope ready for a throw, solemn oath that if ever again he was not wear a coat of 'asbestos and whis cent for the trial can.
quickly, strengthens the lungs and exan
instant
steer
For
tha
hesitated
business,
fall won't stand much funny
pels colds. Get the genuine in a yelcaptured he would be necked and also kers of the same material he cannot
The fat man who eats too rapidly low package. Red Cross
Drug Co. and
4ets him have the big blue all right and then plunged off the ridge, down have a foot tied down to his head un- get near the Christmas tree, but the
makes waist O. G. Schaefer.
and I takes after his mate, which waa the steep sides just as the boy's rope til he was safely Inside the stock- work of taking the presents from the should realize that haste
over his horns. It was a fear
.plenty big 'nuf fer me and the hoss dropped
yards. Four weeks later a party of cat tree must be done by some of his loful risk on the roper's part to rope a tlemen
I was
gathering up steers in the cal assistants. He can muffle his voice
"I made a good throw and, every steer like this one with a badly-winde-d
mountains ran across the blue outlaw and crack a few jokes but that's as far
more dangerous to
thing going first rate, had my steer horse, but tenfold
right on the brink, of a deep, rough as he can go in dispensing Christmas
as
makln'
do
the
it
great animal was canyon. He was seen with a glass cheer unless he compiles with the
a
just
In
halt
minute,
on his Bide
a record throw and tie;" Jist as I got starting down the steep sides of the across a bend in the canyon lying safety rulings. A Santa Claua prop
my hoggin' rope onto his feet all safe ridge. The boy knew his only hope down under the Tim rock in fancied erly equipped looks more like the drivI heered a big doln's up towards Ed's was to keep the steer from tightening security. Near him were to be seen er of a racing automobile than the
vicinity and lookta up seen his boss tna rope, tor u mat nappened no several Other steers and it was deter- pictures in the story books. But such
Some of the sweetest hours of home-lif- e
like a horse on earth could hold the weight mined to make the attempt to capture a Santa will not ba seen here.
are
jist a pitchin' and
passed under the gentle, kindly light of the evegood f artier. Ed he rides him fer about of that animal plunging down the hill the lot. Carefully driving their bunch
There is reason for this simplified
ning lamp.
three or four Jumps and then as the as they were.
of gentle steers up as close to the dress for Santa Claus. Hundreds of
If it be the Rayo Lamp, the light contributes
"Turn the rope loose," you say? Oh place where the outlaw was lying as Santas have burned to death before
saddle was crawlln' up onto the pony s
an added charm makes reading and
too no! He wasn't that kind of a cow pun they could, with the thought that if horrified audiences and precaution Is
neck from his einelfes
sewing easy.
There are no aching eyes after reading or sewloose and it
up behind like a cher. Come what might, he meant to he ran up the trail he would see the considered necessary elsewhere. But
under
the
of
ing
the Rayo Lamp.
rays
old hen turkey's til runnin' before the hang onto that steer to the, bitter.end, steers and possibly go to them and because there has never been a seThe Rayo Lamp diffuses a steady white
light
wind, Ed he decides to unload right Half way down the hill was alone pin stop, three men rode into the canyon rious Christmas accident In Las
It is the least trying of any artificial
Made
thar and not go any furder. The pony on tree about twenty feet high, True some distance below and started up
the risk which is elsewhere
of brass throughout nickel platedljght
improved
he keeps up his cavortin' and the steer to his nature the steer headed for the trail towards where he was lying. considered too great is taken here.
central draught burner.
itblue-roan
head
realized
dancer
his
The
and
bov
the
over
saw the
All Is in preparation for Christmas
,The instant the
stripped the saddle rlgHt
The Rayo is a
lamrJI but you cannot
it horesmen he jumped to his feet hesi- in the churches. Kids are. practicing
"Away goes Mr. Blue into the thick strove to keep from straddling
get a better lamp at any price.
as
Ed
Hetser
But
steer
the
with his rope.
tated a moment and then true to his their stunts, choirs are burdening the
juat
pinons draggin' that new
i
uw riayo user, aiwavi
one
got up to Denver over the Tocks and reached the tree Instead of passing nature instead of taking the Bmooth evening and afternoon air with their
Jwery Dealer Ewywfcere.
If
Not
at Yoart, Write
U
same
was
Vith
the
side
on
the horse trail out he fairly dove down the carols, and fond mammas are trying to
but it
63 If It
Circular to the Nearest Agency
through the trees
of th.
m4F
end of the rope. he dodged around ft This brought steep, rocky sides of the canyon where find a hiding place for Christmas presL iAcket pin at
CONTINENTAL OIL C03EPANT
one
man
on
side, the horse or man could not follow.
ents that have already found their
When Ed hit tha sad hla Winchester the. horse and
. (Incorporated)
,
as he was he
drons out of the bard, and he steer on the other, between them a
way. into the house. Arrangements
"Tom Horn" rope fastened his agility and strength and plunged are being made for the setting up of
sxabs It ho and set there on the fifty-foo- t
firmly, one end
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afternoon Ja place of Engineer Ma- In Topeka. He has had considerable
Hon Stewart, who is off duty on ao
experience in the railroad line,
count of sickness.
,
Mr. Haig Is an example of a
SPEED HAS AL'IuST
the
Engine No. 926 has been taken out type of "new' blood" that
of the freight service and placed in Santa Fe Is forcing through the
BEEN REACHED the local shops for repairs of which veins of Its entire system. He Isofa
the engine is badly in need.
college graduate and a practical
Manuel Maest Esequel Neito, Chas. ficial. The appointment of a man to
fill the motive power assistant posi
RAILROAD
TRAINS
RUNNING Harding and Juan Casaus of the car
tion has not yet been made.
were
off
repairing
yestergang,
duty
FAST ENOUGH SAYS
It is reported from the Chama val
day afternoon visiting local merch
EXPERT
ley that Denver & Rio Grande survey
ants.
ors are driving stakes for a perman
Brakeman P. Keeney was bending
ent survey up the Chama river from
J. H. McCandlcss, State Chemist of Georgia, before a recent gathering of Cotton
BETTER
NOT SAFE rails yesterday in the local yards, Chamlta, following the) old survey,
replacing Switchman J. W. Murphy, which Is
Seed
to
Cottolene.
partly graded. The line is
He said:
men, gave emphatic praise to the high quality
who is off duty on account of sickbe standard gauge and the stakes
Lightning Schedule Out of the Ques ness.
"The sale of this product and the proclamation that it is made of cotton seed oil have done more to
are now in as far as Abiquiu, whence
tion Sudden Starting and Stopping
Conductor T. V. Bryant and crew the line will go to Elvado, there con
bring cotton seed oil truthfully and favorably before the public than anything else in recent history."
have been assigned to duty on the
Even Now Jar the Passenger
Innecting with the line from Lumberwork
train at Domingo, which train ton. It is supposed that the line will
Mr. McCandless then pointed out that a pure, refined, vegetable-oi- l product such
Calculation
on the Subject
teresting
has just recently been put in service be extended from Chamlta to Santa
as Cottolene, is the only assurance a woman has of a dean, digestible, cooking fat.
of Speed.
again.
Fe and will tap the Lobato grant, a
Mac Evans who finished his stu region rich In good timber. Construc
It seems a positive wonder the light of all that has lately been said and written, and
wow tntw tcere are rumors, and dent
as. fireman some days ago, tion is to begin next year.
trip
Of
even assertions, that railway trains has been marked
what is known of lard, where it comes from, of what it may be
An epidemic of smallpox has spread
up on the extra
are to be several times faster than board in the local
as
for
and
of made, that anyone will continue its use, when pure, sweet and
duty
6hops
alarmingly among the clerks
any to which the latest of recent fireman.
ficials at the Santa Fe office build- healthful Cottolene can be so
easily obtained.
schedules have accustomed us, there
Fireman Mason Is a new addition ing In Topeka. It is reported that
la interest and perhaps pertinency, to the
list of fireman at Raton, mak there are at the present time about
Bays the New York Times, In some
ing his first
trip with Engineer fifteen clerks from the force of
is
l !!or.;rd to
computations made by the Scientific "Gloomy Gus" Peterson yesterday on Freight Auditor A- - A. Hayes" office
not pleased, after having given Cottolene a fair test.
American 'with a view to showing
down with the disease. The epidemic
engine No. 908.
that speed Increases cannot go on
a
about
out
and
dur
broke
week
ago
it packed in pails with an
Conductor O. W. Hereford backed
top to
Nanp 5rIri in . Ruilr Cottoleneit clean
Indefinitely.
fresh and whoei0mei and prevent it
Mound yesterday af ing all this time it has been kept
to
up
Wagon
from catching dust and absorbing disagreeable odors, such at fish, oil, etc.
There Ib a limit, and the limit Is
ternoon to pick up a train which he quiet by those in charge. No public
due to two facts one, that every
made
of
kind
been
have
any
reports
left there Wednesday on account of
Journey must have a beginning and a bad order
as it was thought the epidemic could
Made only by THE N. K.
COMPANY
engine.
an ending and that, while human bebe conquered before it had Included
is
Conductor
Stuart
P..
holding
so many clerks. There are six young
ings could endure transmission at any
down the local these days In place
men in the pest house east of To
epeed, they must be started and
of Conductor James Purcell, who is
stopped with due tegard to their
where they are being cared for
peka,
off duty for a few days on other
power to resist shocks. The quickest
the city. They are all in good con
by
'
business.
dition and it is not thought that any
way to get from one point to another company"
Engineer John R. Kirk has been serious results will follow. .Vaccina EXHIBITION
without uncomfortable or disastrous
OF SHORTHORN
WAS YOUR GRANDMOTHER A
GROSS, KELLY COMPANY
on
passeneffects on passengers is to travel assigned to regular duty
tion is the order of the day in the
GOOD COOK? .
CATTLE AT DENVER SHOW
IN SUIT
DEFENDANTS
1203
his
No.
until
reguger
engine
faster and faster until half the dis
Fifty years ago your Grandmother
office building forces. There are probNo. 1218, returns from
lar
was
engine,
successful
in
her
tance is traveled, and then to slo
baking in spite
ably 800 men and; women working
Denver, Dec. 17. The exhibition of of many handicaps. la her day Bakthe Albuquerque shops.
Albuquerque,, N. M, Dec. 17. Ben
down gradually until the destination
in the big six story Santa Fe build Shorthorn cattle at the
was
Powder
a
Na ing
She was jamin B. Spencer yesterday filed suit
coming
F. E. Yoakum has been
novelty.
Brakeman
is reached. And
in Topeka and with all of them tional Stock Show in Denver, Janu- glad to pay 50 cents a pound for it
to duty on the local with ing
to the disease the railroad ary 8th to 15th, will be the greatest Since her time modern improvements agaist Gross, Kelly & Co., Richard
s assigned
When the rate of acceleration
exposed
Conductor Cramer's crew, relieving
have reduced the colt of manufacture Dunn and Edward B. Wheeler, coand
Topeka physicians are holding a ever seen west of Chicago. Five of until
just such as can be borne with com' Brakeman H. L. Starr, who has been
a much better Baking Powder is partners, under the name of the Mora
vaccination, "bee." v
fort, the Hmlt Is attained. The effect assigned to other duties.
the greatest Shorthorn herds in the produced for only
the money Timber company, lor $12,093.99 and
re
has
who
Baxter
William
conBiddle;
on the passengers would be a
'
world will be shown and will include Still the BaWnr Powder Trust ask interest ; He
Conductor J. W.' Fisher piloted en
alleges that he had a
of the the
you to pay the old high prices
signed as third
tinuous nreire against the back
and
champions
Raton
yesNo.
champions
1206
from
grand
down
contract
with the defendants to cut
gine
for the same
lines to become of the International at
Rock Island-FriscBaking Powof the seat, of the sort experienced
Chicago. The ders. K C BAKING POWDER com- and deliver timber and that he comterday to protect No. 2 out of this third
SL
Louis
of
the
for
when the car is started suddenly,
champion bull at Chicago and Seattle bines the best of everything in mate- plied with his part of the contract but
place yesterday afternoon owing to
the first half of the Journey, and then the shortage of engines at this point. & San Francisco, the Chicago & was in the herd of Carpenter & Ross rials, quality and scientific skill, to the defendants will not
pay him. Ha
Eastern Illinois and the Evansviile te of Mansfield, O. This bull is an im make the most perfect of all Baking
in order to prevent them from pitch
J. J. Young of the Raton Terre
also
sets
' C '
he
forth
is ready to
Engineer
that
Powders..
Remember-Baking
Haute, was born November 12, ported animal, is white all over and
ing' out of their seats, the chairs division was off duty here today on
Powder guaranteed under all Pure proceed with the contract, but is not
waa
educat
Ho
Wis.
opwould have to be turned In the
has the most magnificent head ever Food Laws. And the price 25 cents
account of his engine, No. 1221 be 1856, at Belolt,
permitted to do so. He is represented at Beloit and began railway work seen on a bull. He is typical of the for a 25 ounce can!
poeMw direction for the rest of tbs
a
for
to
sent
ed by Marron & Wood.
trip
ing
Albuquerque
on
the
senas
brakeman
in 1878
freight
Journey, during which the same
great breed he, represents and is a
in charge of Engineer George Bry
Santa Fe, and waa later station agent show in himself. At Seattle President
All the world's a stage but few
sation would be felt. If an attempt ant.
9
Everybody reads The Optic.
In 1882 he was Taft became infatuated with the of the actors get in the limelight
on
same
line.
the
was made to make the same time by
Conductor W, C. Love of the sec
in
freight
clerk
the
uniform
chief
made
general
any other method involving
magnificent animal and had his pic
ond district, is taking a layoff at his
now
Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
ture taken with his hand on the back
speed throughout the greater part of borne in Raton. Conductor C. A. office of the Atlantic & Pacific,
Clairvoyant, Palmist, Medium
the Journey, an unpleasant Jar or pres- Schempp will handle the long "drags" a part of the Santa Fe coast lines, of the bull. The bull was one of the beside this: "I want to go on record
as saying that I regard Electric Bit
sure would be experienced in starting
and four years later he became as sensations of the Chicago show.
during Conductor Love's absence
ters as one of the greatest gift!, that
atagent, ine
sistant
Is
freight
and stopping. The highest
breed
general
The
Shorthorn
the
popular
from duty.j
God has made to woman,' writes Mrs.
- division
madewaa
he
next
west
tainable would, therefore, be proporhas
been.
in the
and
year
always
O. Rhinevault, of Vestal Center N. T.
accom
Hartley,
Engineer
Harry
in
and
and passenger agent,
tional to the distance traveled.
The most successful 'range cattle '( can never forget what it has done
hl wife and daughter, Miss freight
panied
by
glorious medicine
By a mathematical calculation not Irene Hill, wjill depart tomorrow af- 1888 he was appointed assitant gen- have been Shorthorn cows with Here for me."N This
The American Shorthorn gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor
necessary to Tepeat here, it is dis- ternoon for Kansas City, at which eral freight agentftlof ,. the Santa Fe. ford top.
1890 to 1894 he was assistant Breeders' association will hold a pub of body and jubilant health. It quickcovered that living passengers will
cures nervousness, sleeplessness,
will spend the Christmas From
place
they
and later was lic sale during the show, at which ly
never be transported between New
headache, backache, faintas the guest of Mrs. Hart freight traffic manager,
uielancholy,
holidays
made freight traffic manager. He was will be sold some of the best individ- ing and dizzy spells; soon builds f up
York and Philadelphia in less than
Duncan.
Aaron
Mrs.
'
ley's mother,
of the
the
6 minutes and 44 seconds, and that
ailing and sickly. Try them.
Conductor M. C. Deubler has tak elected third Island & Pacific an uals of, the breed. They, are selected 50c weak,
at all dioggists.
Rock
Boston will never be reached in a en an indefinite
Chicago,
by a committee and every animal ofleave
will
and
layoff
f .
.
ks - t
oy rf"
shorter time than 10 minutes and 4 soon in company with his wife for Mach 1, 1905. and in January, 1906, fered will, be representative and a
was extended over good individual.'
his
Jurisdiction
A
exnever
seconds. This is rather disappointing. Needles and other
friend
'thoughtful
truly
points in CaliforrailThe object of the National West aggerates any of your faults.
Still, the gain over the present train nia for the benefit of Mrs. Deublers' the St. Louis & Sanr Francisco
and the Chicago and Eastern ern Stock Show, association is to in
schedules will be considerable quite health. Conductor,
.... .
...
,
Donnelly has been way
'
For A Lame Back ;
enough to make frequent travelers assigned to Conductor Deubler's run. Illinois..
troduce the best of the various beef
MME. MIZPAH
When you have naina or lameness
wait for its attainment, through the
breed types into the west and these
Fireman Frank Spelling has taken
;
"
in thu back bathe the parts with Tells your name, why you "called,
gyroscope or otherwise, with some an indefinite layoff and will leave
Try This For Dessert.
public sales are not in any sense a Chamberlain's Liniment twice
a day, whom and when you marry, gives
Dissolve one package of any flavor- money making proposition, as all of
impatience.
soon for his home in Kansas, where
massaging with the palm of the hand dates, facts, about all you wish to
In one pint of boiling the cattle offered would sell at better for fire minutes at each
application. know. Tells of deaths, journeys, lawbe will spend the Christmas holidays ed JELL-When partly .congealed, beat prices in private sales. Those inter- Then dampen a piece of flannel slightRAILROAD NOTES
v.'lth his parents. Fireman J. A. Bally water.
ly with this liniment and bind It on suits, business investments, etc Re
Engineer Fred Krammer has re- will make the black diamonds fly until light, adding one cup whipped ested in Shorthorn cattle should write over the seat of nnin. nnrf vnn mav unites the separated, locates the lost
maccaroons. to B. O. Cowan, assistant secretary,
ported; for duty after a short layoff. while Fireman Snelling is on his va- cream, and six crushed
be surprised to see how quickly the Tells you how you can win the one
'
Whip all together , thoroughly and 17 Exchange avenue, Chicago, 111. for lameness disappears. For sale by all you love. If you want to consult a
Engineer William J. Trainer has cation.
When particulars.
dealers.,
been assigned to regular duty on entrue medium, visit Mizpah.
Engineer Marion Stewart haa been pour it into a mold or bowl.
served
be
and
will
1653.
No.
may
to
No.
cool,
it
jellify
1
passenger
engine
Hours 10 a. m. to 8 p. m.
gine
assigned
Alone In Saw Mill at Night
Jolly an egotist and he will jump
Passenger engine No. 1218 has been 1214 for regular duty bumping En- with whipped cream or any good pudif
f
unmindful of dampness, drafts, storms any way you want him to;
,
taken out of service out of this point gineer Arthur Lowe, who formerly ding sauce.
SAVE THIS COUPON
W. J. Atkins worked as night
or
cold,
'
for
costs 10c per package,
The JELL-and sent to the Albuquerque snops
had charge of 1214. Engine 1214 has
If it is presented with 50c
watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn.
and 8alt Rheum
"V
repairs.
7 days It entitles you to
just returned from the La Junta and can be obtained at any good gro- Such exposure gave him a severe cold For Eczema, Tetter
withhv
that settled on his lungs. At last he The intense- itching characteristic
Engineer George Seelover and fam- shops, where it was given a thorough cer's.
the
of
these ailments is almost instantly
had to give up work. Ha tried many
ily will depart on Sunday, afternoon-lo- overhauling.
8PECIAL READING
remedies but all failed till he used allayed by Chamberlain's 8alve. Many
Sao. Diego, Calif., for an extendFireman J. W. "Seniority" Jackson
interwoman
to
a
severe
cases
The
have
been
way
make,
"After
Dr.
New
cured
by
Discovery.
it
King's
;
ed visit
will b away from his duties on en- ested in a letter la to write something
New Optic Hotel Side Entrance
using one bottle," he writes, "1 went For sale by all dealers.
Conductor Simpson fa handling one gine No. 1214 for a few days, having and then scratch it out, so it will take back to work as well as ever." Savera
of the locals, on the Raton division met w.th a painful accident by get- her two days to guess what it was.
colds, stubborn
coughs, inflamed
throats and sore lungs, hemorrhages,
while Conductor Fisher Is attending ting a cinder in his eye while
cronp and whooping cough get quick
to other duties, v
to this city from Albuquerque
Don't waste your money. There relief and prompt cure from this glori
at
xwas
the
"Bill"
la
Ross
Bailey
Fireman
McNeeley
Engineer
yesterday,
of good uses for it. Don't ous medicine. 50c and $1.00. Trial
throttle of engine No. 1214 yesterday at the scoop temporarily.
pay 40 to 50 cents a pound for baking bottle free, guaranteed by all drug
d
Brakeman J. M. McGovern who has powder. K C Baking Powder is
gists.
to do better work, and it saves
been off duty for the past two week's
'
30 cents on a pound can.
And the face of the homely girl is
suffering with a severe attack of the you
her
chaperon.
Is
lined
with
the
up
again
grippe,
There's a certain kind of man who
Ifjj-tlantern' and flags. Brakeman McGovahead of somebody
Pneumonia
ern made his first trip since his sick- thinks he can get
himself
at solitaire.
A HOUSE? A LOT! A HORSE?
by
cheating
"In treating pneumonia," says Dr.
ness on train No. 8 yesterday mornIfnnrtnnfi
of
W.
Ala.,
the
J.
Sanders,
Smith,
AN , AUTOMOBILE? A 'BUSb
ing, relieving Brakeman Keeney.
tnnvinnn KiKna
only remedy I use for this lungs Is
"db,
transhaa
H.
Blahut
been
Machinist
:
of this sredtest and
NESS? A MUSICAL INSTRU,
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While,
purest catarrh remedy
ferred to the local shops from the
of course, I would treat other sympsold in the Dast 15 years.
MENT? ' You will serve your own
toms with different medicines, I have
Raton shops for temporary duty, fillThousands testify to the
merits of its soothing:, anti
in
times
thiB
used
my
remedy many
interest by consulting
ing the vacancy made by the resignaneanrur influence.
septic,
and on 'a has cared thounnda whcra orrtlnrr "l
medical practice and have yet failed
tion of Machinist Saunders, who re- r 1UifVmTlMmnttfl1nef!MAarMji.t)tAdAlMli
WWbUSVUW UUICUi
, INVIUI
kUU9 Hid HlVai
lists,
conpfexien, pimples en my face, and my food was no! to find a case where it has not
bails the raw mrfaoee In ail forms of outturn
I
Now I am entirely
recently. ' Machinist digested as it shonld have been.
signed , here
4mtnemt tuy fever, ttwtlima, cold in the heatl, otv
and the pimples have a U disappeared tram my trolled the trouble. I have used it
twTn of tbe itomaob or any other eompUcMtioa
'
Saunders departed last evening lor well,
nautsi catarrh.
face. I can truthfully say that C&scarets are just myself, as has
also my wife for
j twoitliig from
boxes of them."
San Bernardino, Calif. to accept a as advertised jlhavetakeoonlytwo
coughs and colds repeatedly, and I
CUrenoe B. Griffin, Sherjiiaxu lwL
most willingly and cheerfully reposition in the railroad shops at
commend it as superior to any other
At
that place.
Best For
cough remedy to my knowledge."
k 7 oar dm.
Or write for free mmple today.
; M. H. Haig
who for the past year
OerS6.000 drnmlataftell Staand
orphyalclMt.
For sale by all dealers.
VLji The Bowels
Kuttubes
under oat positive guarantee It yoars
with
assistant
motive
been
has
power
.
hun t it, wrtte to
Komdoa Mlg. Company, Mlnntipetla, man.
the Santa Fe in Topeka, has been
promoted to the position of mechanicV ""V
CANOVCATIUjmC
arfT
i
al engineer with headquarters in that
''-"went
from
Mr.
to
1
Topeka
cfty.
Haig
Chicago about a year ago. He was
sT ifci fluff iH It tt
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent, Taste Good Do Ooed,
with the Illinois Central in the Win Herer
Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, We, 2Sc, Me. gerar
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary i
sold in bn ik. llho cenalne tablet stamped CCO,
ritie3
dy City. He Is a young man and Guaranteed
to sure or your money baok
sLa Foley's Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refu
is one of the most popular officials
Institutes'
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. 6a
:..
FOR 8ALE BY O. G. 6CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO- in tbe shop offices of the Santa Fe AKXUALSHLE. TEN WUm

TDE MAXIMUM

Georgia's State CKemist Praises
"Nature's Gift from the Sonny South"
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Ten Qrntd

Quart

Eating Apple
Cooking Apples
inter Pears
Malaga Grapes
Bananas
f"
California Head Lettnce
Mangoes
Albuquerque Celery
Green Beans
Tomatoes
Fresh Spinage
Bffg Plant
Las Graces Celery
Parsley .
Yellow Pumpkins
Hubbard Squash
Salsify
Carrots
Soup Buncoes
Sweet Potatoes
Beets
Turnips
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Presents
Xmas,
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Store of Ike Davis

WEATHER REPORT
Temperature Maximum 50; mini43.
mum 7; range
Forecast Tonight snow flurries,
except lair southeast portion; colder
north portion.' Saturday gBnerally falr.

Saturday. Dec. 18. 1909

friends. with a beautiful calendar-y-dathe subjects being two wH
known pictures "A Run on the Ban'
and "Love's Golden Tide " both bt
which are very attractive.
y.

so

Winter apples

Linen.

Fancy Towels for Dresser Scarfs.
gp Pillow Tops, Fancy Stamped Linens and an
ra
endless variety in all House Linens.

i

home for two
Olive 5052.

LOCAL NEWS '

A full line of Linen Hemstitched Table Cloths

'
with Napkins to match.
A full line of Battenberg Scarfs, Table g
a.
Centers and Stand Covers all in pure 3

LUOVJIG VJni. ILFELD,

;

(

Store

w

where in Ihe U. S.

'

-

GDIs 1$ Xfte

Is not only to select in article
that pleases, but something that
always remains a source of satisfaction and delight.
The "UNIVERSAL" coffee per-- ,
colator. brings to the table every
day in the year(apre wholesome
and invigorating beverage. We
ffer them at same price as any-- :
,

Arizona Sweet
Oranges
50c Per Dozen
Extra-FancCranberries
.5

r

Art of Giving

30c, 35c, 40c, 45c, 60c and COe Per Dozen
,

17. 1909
m

Fresh California Navels
,

DECEMBER

FRIDAY

delivered at your
cents a pound. Call

us

S$

fine Mexican blankets at O. Maloofa.

We Have Been Maiding
1 '
i
IIt
'

--

'

mm'

'

I

rriae

77

a year now and the only complaint we ever

flour

.

m

bad was made by a family who had been using these
other so called high patented fllours. They said
it made the bread so good that they used too much
flour. Can you beat that? Try a sack and be
convinced at your grocers. If he offers you something just as good or better, phone us as we know
it has a few equals and no superiors. Then too,
if you use Graham flour, Whole Wheat flour, or
Corn Meal flour, ask for the Las Vegas product as
we warrant them 6trictly high class, and freshly

Jake Graaf,

...

cottage on
Winter apples delivered at your street for
cash,
home for two cents a pound. Call
Estate Co.
Olive 6052.
45-fo-

Now is

lot, north Fourth
Harris Real

1950.

Brakeman C. E. Stuart, of Conduc
Robert Rainey la quite ill at his
home on the West side, suffering with tor Dougherty's crew, which was' in
heavy cold which may develop Into charge of the coal train which was
wrecked this morning this Bide of Al
pneumonia.
buquerque, was severely bruised in
METALOGRAPHY HOME WORK- - the accident, escaping death, it is
said, by a hairsbreadth.
ING SETS at Mackel's.

Las Vegas Roller Mills
13L

The Ladies' Aid Society of the Bap
Wonderful assortment
of Christ
tist church will place on sals at 520 mas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir. Farn- Sixth street Saturday and all next ham's, 712 Fifth street
week home-mad- e
candies.
There will be no meeting of Rans- Miss Julell Sheehan made final ford Chapter No. 2, O. E. ,S.a this
commutation proof today on , her evening on account of the trains- be
homestead claim about thirty miles ing late and the
of Mrs.
east of Las Vegas.
M. H. Kaehlerfc who1 was to be pres
ent from Silver City to meet the loo
Mrs. Manuel Sanchez
continues al members of the Eastern Star.
quite ill at her home on the West Bide
She was operated on some weeks, ago x Dr. Mitchell Miller, the osteopath,
and since' that time has been unable now has his office and residence at
S00 National.
Office houn, 2 to
..
to leave her bed.
p. m. Phone Main. 175.
Carlos Dunn who ia unable to be at
WANTED
Reliable, young man
his duties at the First National bank
on account of an attack of bronchitis, between 17 and 20 years old to do
was reported some better today and light work. Fair wages. Apply Sat
is able to be up and about his room. urday afternoon between- - 1 and
o'clock at warehouse Continental Oil
The Aetna Building & Loan Asso company.
ciation are presenting their many
Anselmo Maes and EIogio Apodaca
were arraigned before Police Judge
Murray this morning on the charge
of being drunk. Both plead guilty and
paid five and costs. Apodaca bas
-

non-arriv- al

I-- ;

,

YOUR SELECTION

:

I
f
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.
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,

OF A GOOD BANK

I

JIs important, not only for the present, but
also for the years to come.
JThe right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business.
JThis Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its organization.

I

'

,t

i

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

The First National Bank

I

s

OF LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.

s
I

CAPlTAli and

JEFFERSON EATNOLDS, President.
HAIXETT RAYNOLDS,

I

Methods

As't

Cashier

Put up in fancy holiday

'

The largest and

boxes.

D. W. CONDON

best selected line ever
shown in Las Vegas.

i

All Kinds of Coal, Wood and Coke. Pine and
Pinion Wood

Phone Main

21

,'t

A

most acceptable gift. Also
a fine line of bulk,
and

Foot of MeJn St.
Candies.

Cho-colat- es

Christmas

If You Arc Particular
In Your Selection of

Tern

and Oof feo

VJcCan PIcacc Ycu

1.

:

We do not blend our own stock. We leave
it to Chase and Sanborns experts That is
their business. Our business is to sell
--

fi

Tin! Best of Everything Eatable

1

that is why we are
v
Chase and Sanborns Sole Agents

.

M

1.

.

T-",-

I

C- - -

.

c

.

"ri Ctshssms end CzS;cro
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STEARNS

Pure Things to Eat

"THEY ABE FRESH"
Make your selection beforethe assortment is broken.

'S
Orders by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.

at

A Trial is to Buy Here Always.

Bouclie

been in court before ftnd has been
complained of on account of a disturbance made around' the home of
Charles Greenclay orfer a domestic
working at the Greenclay home.
Ike Lewis, K. D. Pierce, L. Prescott
and N. Crosby who have been working
with the Camfield surveying corps
north of the city for some weeks past
have been relieved from further duty
with the Camfield people. The work
of the surveying corps is practically
finished, there being only two survey
ing parties at work at the present time,
one party being engaged in surveying
the ditch line.

"THE COFFEE MAS"
CARD OF THANKS.
Mrs. M. H. Styles takes this method of thanking those friends, and es-

pecially the members of the Brothi-r-hooof Locomotiva Firemen," fir
their loving acts' of kindness on
sympathy in her hour of sorrow.
caused by the tragic death of her beloved' husband.
MRS. M. H. SKYLES.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
At the Lobby, of course.

u.

ALL WINTER.
The
In
beer
draft
best
the
dty. Afcr
Everybody has a good time at the
"
mountain resort, famous for its The Lobby, of conne.
bountiful table, comfort and healthPabst's draught beer on tat only-a- t
fulness.
Carriage out Saturday's.
Opera bar.
,
Leave orders at Murphey's.
OPEN

.

Per

Gent

For Next IS Day g
.
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Boys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats:

On AH of Our

Pi

As we find that we are overstocked on
Boys' and Children's Suits and Over
coats, we have decided to give this

BIG REDUCTION
Las Vegas
:Jr
$4.00 Suits,
$3.20
Steam Laundry
50
1'.

.

4

Suits,
5.00 Suits,

20O FtiSE DOSTOil FERNS

.y 25c to 05.00

.

.

Aim Plenty at Blooming Plants and Cyi
? :
. Flowers

.
.

Suits,.
6.00 Suits,.

.

6.50 Suits,
7.00 Suits,.

.

5.50

,

A Christmas Present That Lasts a Lifetime.

s

u

We have a full line
to select from.

Celery

HARVEY'S

STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best

MAIN 81

;
7

.",

;

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE
'
We WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from inv
fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY

known.
We would be pleased to
serre you.

-

ire

s

OPPORTUNITY
Knocks now! Lands around Las
Vegas will never again be as
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon.
cheap as TODAY. Home people at the Opera bar. Served from barshould buy more for future pro- rels oa
-'
the bar. '
fits. See the bargain Hat of
HARRIS REAL ESTATE COMPANY.
Carstalr's rye served at the Antlers
' .
i
i
only.

Our Sanitary

'

E. D. RAYN0LDS, Cashier.

if tiii nor

the time
to order
your
Christmas
Turkeys
Cranberries
and ;
home grown

in

$130,000.00.

SURPt-U-

HOXE MAIN 107

SIXTH STREET

MUST BE SOLD SATURDAY

made.

Phone Main

The postofQce at Emberson, Union
N. M., has been discontinued,
county,
Buy your toys and Christina tags effective December 14, 1909. The mail
at Mackel's.
formerly sent to Emberson will be
sent to Centerville, N. M.
Regular dance tomorrow evening at
Rosenthal's halL
Something new all the time. We
and sell every day. May & Hile,
buy
Get the best at Nolette's barber
street.
Bridge
s'
shop.
The Hebrew Ladies' Benevolent so
Mrs. Elena TJrioste is" assisting at
will hold a very important meet
ciety
the store of Ike Davis as aalelady duron Saturday at 2:30 p. m. in Teming
ing the holiday rush.
ur
ple Montefiore. All members are
v
to attend.
gently
requested
The newest line of neckwear in the
city at Talchert's, 75c ties for 50c.

.

KM

3.60
4.00
4.40
4.80

6.20

5.60

;

We handle none but the best The Ederheiner, Stein & Co.

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
PERRY
Phone Main 276
ONION, Prop.

TRA GOOD MAKE.

,

A.ik

The Bocton Clothing Houoq
:
M. GRZX.lt BERGLR, Prop.

V :''
;

r

:
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'
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT AND CAFE NEW MEMO NEWS
Short Orders and Bsgular Dinners

THE BEST

GOODS- - OBTAINABLE

HANDLED

ALWAYS

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS : DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE NO.

PHYSICIANS

t, A. F. tu A.
com-

M.

In the district court for San Juan
countyf suit has been filed by Natlvl- dad Garcia d TrujUlo vs. Prudenclo
Trujillo, tor divorce on the ground
that the defendant was sentenced for
life to the penitentiary in 1903 for
an infamous crime, The petitioner
asks for the custody of her two chil
dren, Sofia, aged 10, and Klermo, ag
ea 6. -

17, 1909

ning for Kansas City, but will return
to Silver City In the next two weeks
and commence work. As soon as such
surveys are completed, the plans and
specifications prepared and the estimates furnished, the question of the
Issuance of bonds in any amount
necessary to complete the system will
be submitted to the people. It Is hoped to have the bond Issue carried and
the sewer system completely instsll- d before the first of June, 1910.
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A DELIGHTFUL SMOKE
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Begular
DR. A. J. BUTTERFIELD,
munication tint and
Sheriff H. M. Denney, of Alamogor-do- ,
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
third Thursday! In
Otero county( yesterday lodged
B. F. Hatley, the Estanda
each month. Visiting Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone
valley the following prisoners In the ter
man, quarantined for smallpox on the ritorial penitentiary at Santa Fe:
Main 1.
brothers
cordially
Santa
Chas.
W.
or
road, Is re- Daniel Gonzales, 99 years, for murder;
Inviied. Geo. H. Klnksl.
Calls answered day
night
It,
ported to be getting along nicely. The Estabin Baldorama, 10 years, for
H. Bporleder, Secretary.gang with which he worked Is at work murder; Antonio Vllllbos and Fran
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
some distance from the other work' cisco Munoz, from two to four years
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY NO. 2,
' DENTIST
ers and Hatley himself Is under the for horse stealing; Henry Bell, one
Knights Templar. Regular
Has strictest quarantine. The force on the year for assault; David Caldron, one
conclave second Tuesday In Suite 4. Crockett Building.
TMsX MOST POPULAR BRAND IN THI MARKET
Roswell-Carrizozroad has been in year for larceny; Chon Galles, one
phones at office and residence.
each month at Masonic
creased.
,
A BOX OF
year for impersonating an officer; W.
John s. wars.
TemDle. 7:30 r. m.
F. R. LORD. DENTI8T
H.
Recorder.
months
for
Lewis,
forgeighteen
Charles
Tamme.
C C,
CI
The territorial board of bar exam ery. Two prisoners were sent to the
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) iners
ROYMOST
IS
A
NO.
WELCOME XMA8 GIFT
3,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER
completed its labors at Santa reform school at Springer; John Hoi-li- s
Regular Office Pioneer Building, over Grand Fe, going over all applications and
al Arch Masons.
and John Smith. Deputy Sheriffs
f
Leader. Rooms S and 4. Phone notifying applicants to correct them T; a: Haxbr. S. H. Nimmo and J. L.
convocation first Monday In
Main 67.
where necessary and to report at 10 Hill assisted Sheriff Denny in taking
each month at Masonic
m., sharp, on the forenoon ' ot the prisoners to Santa Fe.
Temple, 7:30 n. m. M. R.
Williams. H. P, Uhs. a.
Wednesday, January 6, when the su
ATTORNEYS
preme court convenes and applicants
mneder. Secretary.
will be examined for admission. There ALLEGED HOUSE THIEF
GEORGE H. HUNKER
are about thirty applicants.
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
Law
Attorney at
SURRENDERS TO POLICE
Knight of PrtbUa Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New
Mrs.
James
meet every Monday
McLaughlin, proprietor
Mexico.
vanls in- Cattle
of the Sacramento hotel at the min
a horse thief
Denver, Dec.
Bftll, Vial tins Knights
of Oro Grande, Otero coun and I want to give myself up."
ing
camp
invited.
are cordially
AN ACCEPTABLE GIFT
ty .was accidentally killed by her 12- - Broken in spirit because the au
L P. HAVENS.
clm&i-iclita- M
son who was playing with a thorities in Albuquerque, N.
year-olCbaoeeUor Commandtook
er.
twenty-twcalibre rifle he thought his gun away from him, worn out by
Instead of "one of the best twelve
Hen's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
C. M. BERNHARD,
wasn't
loaded.
The
accident
two
a
of
from
occurred
years
accus
being
fugitive
been
have
which
you
Keeper of Seoord and sellers,"
Mall Orders Promptly Filled.
BeaL
tomed to giving her with your calling in the dining room and the woman Harlem, Mont, Bourbon C. Harvey, a
card attached, why not give her the was shot through the heart. She was tail,
ranchman, walked
BALDY LODGES NO. 77, FRATERNAL calling card but her own engraved 45 years old and leaves four chil cooly into the office of the chief of po
lice late yesterday afternoon and made
UNION OF AMERICA Meets first card of course? There are few wo dren.
this startling announcement.
and third Wednesday of each month men who do not appreciate a new
I'm tired 'of it all," he told the
The preliminary hearing of A. H.
at Fraternal Brotherhood ban. W. plate with the latest lettering, or even
If It only introduce a slight change
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-hil- l.
Gossett of Embudo Rio Arriba county chief of police. "I've been running
in the size of her card. And better
Secretary. Visiting members still; had you ever thought of mono for the killing of Postmaster S. Con- - away for two years, and I'm sick of
over at Lyden, will take place on it I'm going back to give myself up,
oordially Invited.
gram paper T There can be no min
and I don't care what they do with
in offering this. Though the Saturday of this week at Santa Fe,
me.
LODGE. L O. O. F. tage
REBEKAH
l hope tney hang me. If those
WHOLESALE
owner have some, the plate Is no before Judge John R. McFIe, comdown
in
meets second and fourth Thursday doubt old and the letter combination mitting magistrate. If Judge McFte officers
Albuquerque
hadn't taken my gun away from me,
ereninga of each month at the L O. now unfashionable. For, like the should not return in time from
O. F. hall. Mrs. Delia Pepperd, N. frocks, stationery has Its swift fads
WOOL,
the hearing will be adjourned 'd shoot, myself right now. I swear
i
u.; Mrs. ju. J. juc&iimer, v. u.i uuu. and demises. Quite the newest thing until Monday. Renehan and Davles would."
Adelene In this line are
T. F. Dalley, Secretary;
The police in Denver were ignorant
cards, cut to the size have been retained by Gossett
Mbmm mt :
nmun,
of the fact that Harvey was wanted
of the note envelope, and decorated
secretary.
VI
on any charge. Seeing a
with the monogram of the writer at
tmt trnm Vrngmm, M.M., 4AwrqMrv. M. M., Tvommomrl,
Incorporation
papers were filed any place
B. A O. E. MEETS SECOND AND one side. ,
man deliberately walk Into the hands
N.
Gila
the
Ranch
M., Pooom, Mm Mm, Logan, M. Mm. Trlaldmd, Ooiormdo
company
each
Now the time Is short, for engraved yesterday by
fourth Tuesday evenings
In of officers of the law and beg them
of
Graham
Duncan,
county,
Ariz.,
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visiting cards and monogram paper must be the office
of Territorial Secretary Nath to arrest blm baffled them. The po
brothers are cordially Invited. W. ordered. The Optic Is prepared to
BAMS WAGOXS, th Dost Farm Wmgoa mada
an Jaffa. The New Mexico agent is lice asked Harvey if he was feeling
in. Lewis, exalted ruler; D. W. take orders for you and guarantees Cornelius
all right; that is to say in his head.
RAGlZE-SATtLEF.
Houlihan.
The
Y
capital!, To
the finest work possible in this art,
CO., Vohhkts
iGppdQJi, secretary.
have a man beg to be arretsed
as it transacts business with an east zation is $38,000, divided into 380 was
rUAVAJO
DLAKXETS
didn't
a
of
It
novelty.'
era stationery house that Is a leader shares. The paid up capital Is $30,000. r.eem something
BASTERN STAR. REGULAR
quite rights
second and fourth in its line. Call at the business of- The Incorporators' and directors are:
I am, you bet," said Harvey, star
fice and let us quote you prices and B. R, Johnson, F. J. Lillle, A. N.
Thursday evenings of each month.
ing
coldly at hla interrogators, "and
are
E. W. Verden and S. W. Rich
All visiting brothers and sisters are show you, samples. The prices
'm feeling well enough to say that
eleand
the
reasonable
very
samples
ardson.
,
oordially invited. Mrs. Sarah A.
this fugitive business is not all that
gant
Chaffln, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
it is cracked up to be, not by a Jugful."
about 8:80
Tuesday
morning
more, each delivery, aoc per 100 lbs.
Beellnger, secretary.
Only one favor did Harvey ask ot 1,000 lbs.,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
clock Leandro Bareros was instant the police before being placed in his i.ooo
to
a,ooo lbs., each delivery, 25c per 100
lbs.,
(Not Coal Land)
O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
L
killed by falling into an air shaft cell to await the coming of orders
ly
aoo
S,
of
U.
the Interior,
lbs.,
Department
1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 Ibs
4, meetfl every Monday 'evening at
mine near Magdalena. from Harlem, Mont. He carried on his
'
N, 1&3 Nov- - at the Waldo
Office
Santa
at
Land
Fe.
visit-IAll
200 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs.,
their hall on Sixth street
He fell downward and crushed his hip a pint of something.
at- ember 23, 1909.
to
Invited
Less
e
brethren cordially
50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
feet
Notice is hereby given that Lena bead, falling about thirty-fivCan I take that with me in my
tend, CL.W, McAllister, N. G.; E. Isaac,' of Watroua, N. M who, on The cause of bis fall is not known cell?" he aaked.
n
; Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams, March
24, 1908, made Homestead En- unless it was that In looking into the
"Externally, no; internally, yes," an
secretary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; try No. 13756, for the SW 4 Sec. 3, shaft he became dizzy and lost con- swered the chief of
police."
trustee.
O. V. Bedgcock, cemetery
Harvesters, Stoiers and Distributors of Natural Ice, th
Twp. 16 North, Range 21 East, N. M. trol of himself. The deceased was a
didn't wait for any further
Harvey
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- man of about 30 years of age and
and lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegaa
purity
took
He
invitation.
the
NO.
something
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
tion to make final commutation proof, was well known as a good miner. He
famous.
Office: 701 Douglas arenue.
with him and left the bottle outside.
103, meets every Friday night at to establish claim to the land above
was
unmarried.
was
said
like
"You
he
see, It
this,"
their hall In the Schmidt building, described, before Robt L. M. Ross,
'
a few hours afterwards, lying comfortwest of Fountain Square, at eight U. S. Court Commissioner, at Las VeAt a special meeting held for the ably in bte cot in the jail.
had a
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- gas, N. M on the 10th day of Janthe
of
the
University
and I
faculty
purpose
near
ranch
1910.
in
Harlem,
presMontana,
uary,
dially welcome. Fred Phillips,
of New Mexico appointed Hugh M. was getting along all right, but someClaimant names as witnesses:
ident Jas. Lowe, secretary.
William Smith, Matt Gerk, Ramon Bryan, son of R. W. D. Bryan- - ot Al thing, I don't know what, got into me
COUN- Trujillo, of Watorus, N. M , and Cody
COLUMBUS,
OF
KNIGHTS
buquerque, of the senior class of and I took to stealing horses. I was
CIL NO. 804, meets second and W. Summerlln, of East Las Vegas, that institution as the representative fairly successful for a while, and then
.v.of New Mexico at Oxford, under the things began to look black for me
fourth Thursday. O. R. C hall, Pio- N. M.
WHOLESALE GROCERS
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
conditions of the Rhodes Scholarship and I took the next train out That
neer building. Visiting members
fund. Mr. Bryan will take np his res was two years ago. Since that time
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton,
Seetfa and Seetf ere
G. K-- ; E. P. Mackel, F. S.
idence there In October, 1910. It Is
have been all over the west pretty
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
of interest to note that both of the near, but have spent most of the time
Wool, Hides and
(Not Coal Land)
and third
meets
scholars appointed from the in Washington."
Rhoades
kinds of Native Products.
All
U.
S.
of
the
Interior,
Department
Tuesday evenings each month, at
have also been university
Grain
Sacks, Hay Pres&re.
'fraternal Brotherhood Hall. .Visit Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Decem- territory
A Religious Author's Statement
men, Thomas Sydney Bell being the
ber 8, 1909.
of Drugs and Patent Medicine
Wholesalers
In brothers are cordially Invited.
Rev Joseph H. Fesperman, Salis
Notice 13 hereby given that Paul first and Frank, C Light having been
C.
E.
..
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.
John Thornhill, president;
McCormick, of Chapeiito, N. M who appointed last year.
bury, N. C, who is the author of sev
secretary.
Ward,
on January 24, 1903, made Homestead
eral books, writes: "For several years
N"W
N. 7899, tor E 2 SB
commission
Entry
tax
Mexico
New
Headquarters In
Territory for
The
was afflicted with kidney trouble and
FRATERNAL
KED MEN MEET IN
4
SE 14 and lota 2 and 3, Sec. 7, twp. met
Besides
Fe.
stricken
Santa
at
was
suddenly
last winter I
yesterday
Brotherhood haU every second andj14 N
2(VEartf N M P Meri.
of Roe-wel-l, with a severe pain In my kidneys and
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth dian, has filed notice of Intention to the members J. Smith Lea
H. B. Hening of Albuquerque was confined to bed eight days unable
run. Visiting brothers always wel- make final five year proof, to estabto get up without assistance. My urine
AfiR'cm-TunAM.
A. Gonzales of Ablquiu, there
and
David
come
lish claim to the land above described,
to the wigwam.
contained a thick white sediment and
L
Attorpassed same frequently day and
Flint, sachem; Waite H- - .Davis, before Robt L. M. Ross, U. S. court were present" Governor Curry,
Travel
and
N.
on
M.
Las
W.
at
commenced
F.
I
ot
General
Vegas,
Clancy
commissioner,
taking Foley's
ney
chief of records and collector
sight
pain gradualthe 26th day of January, 1910- -ing Auditor C. V. Safford. The com- Kidney Remedy, and the
,
wampum.
and my
ceased
finally '
Claimant names as witnesses:
FULL
mission organized by electing J. ly abated andnormal.
CF 'IEXJCAN AF.ICLE
I
re
urine
became
cheerfully
..
Hencuseuio
Marcos
B.
NO.
M6,
Auuero, Smith Lea president, and H.
uasiiuo,
J; E. ROSENWALD LODGE
commend
Remedy."
Foley's
Kidney
Albino
of
all
WedGonzales,
j Dario
Sena,
L O. B. B. Meets every first
ing, secretary. Work that will take Red Cross Drug Co. and O. o. Schaefer.
m.
nesday of the month in the vestry onaperito, . MANUEL R.
several months was outlined and the
OTERO,
room of Temple Monteflore, Dougauditor and the secretary
traveling
If a man r could make a million
Register.
las avenue and Ninth street Visitwere directed to gather such statis- dollars on gome body else's judgment,
ing brothers are cordially Invited.
tics as are available for the January he could lose It on his own.
60 YEARS'
Charles Greenclay, president; Rabbi
meeting of the board of equalization.
EXPERIENCE
J. S. Raisin, secretary.
Different parts of the territory will i
It's m Crime
be visited and an exhaustive report to neglect your health.
The worst
will be made on existing conditions.
1
neglectthat you can be guilty of is
I I H II mM II
to allow constipation, biliousness or
special meeting of the Silver any liver or bowel trouble to continue.
4 Traoc Marks - At acouncil
on Wednesday of last It is poisoning your entire system
,4
City
r Vm
was entered Into and may lead to a serious chronic discontract
a
week
COFVRIGHTS&C
and
of Kansas City, ease. Take Ballard's Herblne and get
a
Bullock
ma?
with W'. P.
AnyoMMndlng tkelrh
description
whether an
our opinion fro
absolutely wel. The sure cure for
quickly ascertain
Commnnloa
invention la probably patentable.
an
by the terms any and all troubles of the stomach,
engineer,
experienced
tlona strictly eonttdanUaL HANDBOOK on Patent
Is
to
Oldest
for
aent free.
of which Mr. Bullock
securing patent.
ajreney
proceed liver and bowels. Sold by Center Block
Patent Ukeo through Muun A Co. reoalTS
at once with the. surveys and pre- Depot Drug Co. ,.
tptrtul notiM, without cbama, In tba
the
ScUntific JlKttrlCati. liminaries necessary to preparewhich
If there Is anything you want, The
plan3 and specifications upon
A handsomely lllmttrated weekly. Larvest en
calatton of any eolenUfio journal. Terras. 93
cost Optic can get It for yon. If It's somefor
the
estimate
to
base
the
news
Sold
alsrs.
all
four
Dy
month.
(J.
year;
of the proposed new sewer system thing you dont want, The Optic can
SPSS
vb
Bnncb Onto, Of r ot Trawuosjiwi.
there. Mr. Bullock left the same eve sell it for yon.
-
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Flie-gend-

"I can't quite grasp yur Me that
the alderman In our ward waa elected
by Italian votea; he's Irish? lan't ha?"
"Yes, but his name is MacArony."
Boston Courier.

j,J

to

Irish politician in a
A
western city bad Juat left a theater
one night when he was approached by
a beggar who said:
"Heaven bless your bright benevol
ent face! A little charity, sir, tor a
poor cripple."
The, politician gave the man eome
coins, saying:
And how are you crippled, old
man?"
"Financially, sir," answered the bagon.
maae
as
uwimwvi
be
gar,
d

USE

To-wi- t:

To-wi-

"Would you like to many a widower, Elsa?"
"Rather not When I marry I mean
e
to train my husband myself."
Blatter.

-

:

,'

m

,

17, 1909

- Estray Advertisement.
Notice ta hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taxes sa by
Antoni Klgonl. Roy, N. M.
One brown mare colt 5
month old, mane and tail very dark,
white spot In forehead. .
' Branded
r"1
'On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner oa or
before Jan. 3. 1910, said date being 10
days after last appearance of thin
said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque. N. M.
1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec. 24, '09.

Estray Advertisement
"How many
him. up. so he aabed:
horse-powe-r
Notice Is hereby given to whim It
.
Is your machine?"
the following de
The farmer spat disgustedly: "For mar concern th
taken vp by
cor! bed estray animal
s
"em
one
of
'and
he
every
said,
ty,"
ai. P. Tabner, Portales, N. M.
t:
balked." Suburban Life.
,
One cow
t ;
C
Branded
On left saoulaar
A South-aid- e
man claims that the
Branded '
janitor of the flat building In which he
On left ribs
lives is the meanest janitor on earth.
Branded
'He never gives us enough steam
On left hip
during the day," said the complainant
"and at night the condition are sim
Ear mark
ply awfuL Why, I frequently wake up
and hear my wife's teeth chattering
One cow.
on the bureau." Chicago Record-He- r
Branded
On left ribs
ald.
-

v

DECEMBER

Ear mark

BOSS PATEHT FLOUR
i

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS BREAD

Estrsy Advertisement.
Notice ta hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal waa taken np by
.
j
B. Stephens, Tucumcari, N. M.
One sorrel chestnut mare.
about 14 hand high, about 11 years
old, roach mane.
Britisher Tou ' Americans
joke
Branded
fTTI
is
which
there
in
very
about subject
On left hip
little humor.
Said animal being unknown to this
Hubbite The subjects of King Ed
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
netore Jan. 3. 1910. said date belns; 10
' Estray Advertisement
ward, eh, old boy? Boston Transcript.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It days after last appearance of this ad
may concern that the following de vertisement said estrav will be sold
Stranger What do you do with the
scribed estray animal was taken np by by this Board for the beneft ot the
vast swarms of immigrants that land
Sherman Chalmers, Colfax, N. M.
on your shores every year?
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
PEOPLE SHOULD BUY
One white pony mare, 14
Albuauera.ua. N. M.
Gothamite We dont
Prominent
hands high, weight 700 Or 800 pounds,
, have any trouble, sor, in assimylatln'
RED CROSS STAMPS scar from wire cut on left front foot 1st pub. Dec. 14, last pub. Dec 2, '09
about 7 or 8 years old.
thlm. Chicago Tribune.
Estray Advertisement
Branded
Q C A
Is hereby given to whom it
Notice
O
U
2,000 lbs or more each delivery 20c per hundred
U
Crosa
Od
Red
hip
Christmas
right
The sale of
"Shawls are coming into fashion
.
'
may concern that the following de30c
Branded
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
should
be
greater
Las
in
Vegas
stamps
aealn. dear?"
scribed
was
animal
41
np
taken
by
estray
On right shoulder
'
"
40c
of the city
200 to 1,000 lbs.
j inos. McUrath. Roy. N. M.
"Why," her unsympathetic husband in proportion to the size
animal
Said
unknown
to
this
being
" ; 50c
50 to 200 lbs. "
In the United
One gray horse, about 12
, asked, "have they found that they can than any other place
"
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
44
old.
'
Less than 50 lbs.
75c
make shawls which will cost more States,", said the proprietor of a local before Jan. 3, 1910, said date being 10 years
Branded
are
D
which
the
stamps
store
in
P
addrug
than furs?" Exchange.
days after last appearance of this
On left hip
& Webb
U D
offered for 6ale. "The people of this vertisement said eBtray will be sold
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